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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
Recently, the field of consumer electronics has made tremendous progress; electronic devices have 
become an essential part of our daily lives. Extremely compact portable devices, such as mobile 
phones or pocket computers, are carried by almost everyone everywhere. Certainly, this unstoppable 
success is caused by continuous improvements in module reliability and performance, with concurrent 
size and weight reductions. During the last decade, the demands made of material and electrical 
packaging of modules have increased greatly, leading to fruitful developments in material science of 
electrical packaging. Today, many aspects of electrical packages are specified, such as long-term 
protection in harsh environments, thermal conductivity, electromagnetic properties and compatibility, 
etc. Current multi-functional packages with improved integration feasibility significantly enhance the 
size, functionality and performance of electronic modules [1]. 
Particularly, in RF and HF applications both conductance and dielectric losses are crucial. Here, 
ceramic packaging deserves special attention due to its excellent properties at microwave and 
millimeter frequencies in microwave multi-chip module (MMCM) design [2]. Nevertheless, packages 
must offer ever-better integration and functionality; this encourages the development of new ceramic 
manufacturing processes for packaging. 
Low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) technology is among the most promising approaches to 
miniaturization of electronics packaging. It exploits both the ceramic and metallic benefits and a 
reliable screen-printing technology, with the unique ability to integrate a broad variety of components 
(such as capacitors and inductors) into a very compact arrangement. It was recognized very early that 
demands for higher integration could only be met by significantly improving the dielectric properties 
of LTCC. In fact, the latter perception prompted us to study the high-K LTCC. As the solution 
required new composite approaches, microstructural modeling of the physical behavior and dielectric 
response of the multiphase composite is indispensable for a fundamental understanding of essential 
processes. 
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1.2 State of Knowledge 
 
The first comparable LTCC was invented by Kumar, et al., at IBM shortly after the introduction of 
screen-printing technology for ceramics [3][4]. Based on a glass-derived glass-ceramic solution, they 
introduced an undiluted cordierite starting powder. During firing, this powder softened to a suitable 
density, with subsequent crystallization on the boundaries (as reported by Tummala) [5]. The 
dielectric constant of the final glass-ceramic composite was primary determined by the glass 
contingent, with a value between 5-5.5, depending on crystallization progress. Later, the Muralidhar 
group at Ferro Corp. introduced an alternative approach based on a similar idea, with complete final 
crystallization of the starting wollastonite glass after firing [6]. 
Encouraged by the results of previous studies, many major commercial companies began to introduce 
their own LTCC [7]. They used various crystallizing boron-alkali glasses with additional ceramic 
fillings (mostly alumina), consequently yielding a higher dielectric constant between 7.8-8.9 [8]. 
Particularly, almost all Japanese ceramic companies provide their own in-house developed LTCC, 
based on a similar glass-rich glass-ceramic composition [9]. 
Recently, the group of X. Dai, et al., at Motorola recognized the thermal instability of the existing 
LTCC [10]. They demonstrated a method for modifying and adjusting the temperature coefficient of 
resonance to nearly zero. Based on the fact that most LTCC materials typically have a TCf in the 
range of –40 to –140 ppm/°K, Dai's group preferred to add a limited amount of TiO2 (<10 vol.%) 
modifier, with its high positive TCf. This increased the dielectric constant of the composite to the 
highest known value, namely 20.  
To now, all reported approaches are still some modification of the original approach, with a major 
crystallizing glass component that subtly determines the dielectric properties of the final fired 
composite. Thus, in order to raise the dielectric constant of the composite, the major investigation 
focused on discovering new high-K glasses with an acceptable microwave Q-factor. Particularly the 
study of J. M. Wu, et al., is noteworthy [11]. They investigated the microwave dielectric constant of 
lead-containing glasses and asserted a correlation between the atomic mass of glass starting 
components to the dielectric properties and softening point of glasses.  
On the other hand, concurrently rigorous attempts are being made to achieve the suitable sintering 
temperature by adding appropriate sinter aid additives [12][13]. Sinter aid additives work by reducing 
the sinter temperature. Their principle mechanism is known for many complex oxide additives [14]. 
Nevertheless, none of them has been able to lower the sintering temperature more than 500 °C to now. 
However, the recent successes, particularly with Pb(Zr Ti) O3 (PZT), has encouraged further studies. 
For instance, X. Wang obtained a 880 °C sintering temperature by applying the sinter aid additive 
LiBiO2+CuO (LBCu) to PZT [15].  
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In order to obtain to the dielectric properties of the LTCC at high frequencies, the substrates are 
usually measured by the Itoh-Rudokas method, by placing bulk rods in a cavity resonator [16]. To 
characterize the substrates directly, Amey, et al., and others utilized some simple test structures, 
mostly resonating structures such as microstrip ring resonators [17]. This has become a standard 
method for determining the dielectric constant of LTCC substrates up to 40 GHz.  
Later, the introduction of the nondestructive split post-dielectric resonators (SPDR) method by 
Wakino, et al., eliminated the destructive nature of previous methods and the lack of accurate 
measurement of Q-factor [18]. Krupka and his colleagues from NIST substantially improved and 
analyzed SPDR as a standard method [19][20]. Nevertheless, an analytical model for SPDR does not 
exist to now, and its modal behavior during high dielectric loading is not known. 
In order to understand and clarify the effects of each phase in the total effective dielectric properties, 
some multiphase dielectric modeling of LTCC is performed according to the mixing rules, mostly the 
symmetric Bruggeman model [21][22][23]. Insufficient knowledge of microstructures and the 
dielectric behavior of each phase limited a more accurate dielectric modeling of LTCC. However, in 
almost all LTCC developments some kinds of mixing model are used to obtain a rough estimate. 
Advances in computation have enabled exact numerical treatment of effective dielectric properties of 
multiphase composites. One of the first attempts was made by Azogh, et al., to simulate the effective 
dielectric constant of the matrix-inclusion model with an arbitrary inclusion shape based on the 
Boundary Integral Method (BIM) [24]. Brosseau and his colleagues extended this method to the 
effective dielectric losses, using an adapted FEM approach [25]. Recently, Kärkkäinen, et al., have 
applied the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method to the calculation of dynamic effective 
values, proving the analytic validity of mixing rules for a wide frequency range [26]. 
 
 
1.3 Tasks of the Thesis 
 
This dissertation pursues the intention of significantly extending the application of LTCC in the high-
frequency region, by means of three major research objectives. First, it introduces an alternative 
approach to LTCC substantially differing from the conventional, so-called glass-rich passive sintering 
approaches. The new reactive sintering allows the utilization of a small amount of noncrystallizing 
glass binder, to decrease the densification temperature of high-K rare-earth microwave ceramics like 
Ba-Nd-Ti-O from 1400 °C to 900 °C. Especially the role of sinter additives and the interparticular 
elementary exchanges between the glass binder and ceramic particles and the solubility aspect of 
ceramic particles in glass are studied intensively. The firing behavior and microstructure properties of 
the composition are investigated, using the dilatometer, SEM/EDS, TEM/EDS, XRD and ICP-OES 
and other analytical methods.  
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Second, it investigates the novel nondestructive methods for HF characterization of dielectric LTCC 
substrates, particularly the split post dielectric resonator (SPDR). The observed spurious mode 
splitting in SPDR measurement of high dielectric substrates is numerically investigated and the modes 
are carefully identified. Further various test structures of different implementation techniques are 
compared with regard to their accuracy and reliability.  
Third, a general quasi-static differential equation expression for the effective complex dielectric 
constant of arbitrary inhomogeneous composites is derived and its validity limit is discussed. The 
simplest spherical particle arrangements are then simulated up to the percolation limit and compared 
with some common mixing rules. Further, a 2-D model of the ceramic-rich glass-ceramics beyond the 
percolation limit is developed and intensively simulated quasi-statically. Finally, the validity of 
various analytical mixing rules is examined by means of the earlier assessments. Moreover, for the 
first time the influence of the dynamic glass crystallization in glass-rich glass-ceramics compositions 
on the effective dielectric and temperature coefficient of the permittivity (TCε) response is modeled by 
the shell-core configuration of Bruggeman effective medium theory (EMT). Additional appropriate 
measurements are performed, to prove the simulation results.  
As an outline and possible material-modeling tool for the future, the tensor static dielectric property of 
a rare-earth (Pr) microwave ceramic candidate is simulated first principles by the density perturbation 
functional theory method (LDA-DFT). The existing difficulties in LDA-DFT treatment of large 
atomic crystals are determined.  
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2 Background 
 
2.1 Dielectric Properties of Solid-States 
 
In fact, the interaction of electrical field with matter is responsible for various physical phenomena. 
The very basic reason of this interaction is the atomic structure of matter built up from charged 
particles (electrons and protons) that can be perturbed by an external electrical field due to coulomb 
forces. While a first-principal explanation of interaction should be obtained only with quantum 
mechanical approach, there are some simple classical approaches that turn out to be satisfactory in 
reality. In general, it can be distinguished between the microscopic phenomena like polarizability α 
with a direct physical root and macroscopic one such as permittivity ε that described more the mean 
and measurable effect of phenomenon.  
In case of insulting solid-states, the induced charge displacement by external field depends upon the 
crystal structure and provokes electrical dipole moments that determine the macroscopic behavior of 
material.  
 
 
2.1.1  Polarizability 
 
Electrical polarizability α is a microscopic measure for polarization dependence on external electrical 
field. Thereby, the term “polarization” P is ambiguously used for two different phenomena that should 
be carefully separated due to their different physical origins. The first definition describes the 
orientation of existing arbitrary dipole moments through an external pressure or temperature as 
observed by ferroelectrics. This polarization can be only defined as the difference between two 
different dipole moment states according to the modern approach of Resta [27]. The introduced 
quantum mechanical approach associates it to geometric Berry's phase involving integrals over the 
phases of the electronic wave functions [28]. On the other hand, the polarization mentions induced 
dipole moments caused completely by external fields. In this case the polarization underlies other 
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physical phenomenon and a description by berry phases failed. Indeed, in the insultating dielectric 
materials, the latter polarization definition overrides the above mentioned electrical polarizability α 
with 
 
ENP V
rr ⋅⋅= α      (2.1) 
 
,where Nv and E stand for dipole moment density per unit volume and electrical field strength at the 
dipole moment location, which in the case of diluted gases are similar to applied external electrical 
field strength Eext [29].  
The diverse nature of polarization sources varies the polarization quantity, depending upon the 
frequency of the external applied field. According to various physical processes, between dipolar αd, 
ionic αi and electronic αe polarizabilities can be distinguished that contribute at certain frequencies to 
the total polarizability.  
 
eidw αααα ++=)(     (2.2) 
 
The contribution of these polarizibilities varies from the molecular structure of solid-states and the 
frequency of applied field. In the classical mechanic approach, each polarization can be considered as 
an oscillation system that is excited dispersive by external applied field and tends to resonate when the 
frequency of the applied field nears their eigenresonance. Beyond this resonant frequency, the external 
excitation field oscillates too fast for energy exchange, and the oscillating particles in the system are 
not able to follow it anymore.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1. The polarization function vs. angular frequency and related relaxations for a typical crystal 
solid. 
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Consequently, beginning with highest static polarizability the vanishing of polarizations decreases step 
by step the total polarizability down to zero polarizability at very high frequencies. Concurrent to the 
classical mechanics, a relaxation time is defined for each polarization system to figure the time needed 
from oscillating system to decay. 
Dipolar polarizability (also called orientational polarizability) can appear when dipoles are able to 
rotate freely as in liquid and gas and orient themselves to the applied field. In solids, however, the 
molecular moments do not rotate freely and are indeed frozen in their rotation. These solids are 
unaffected by the applied field and show no dispersion at the lower frequency. 
If the molecule contains ionic bonds, then the applied field tends to stretch the lengths of these bonds 
to produce a net dipole moment in the unit cell that is associated with ionic polarizability αi. The 
electronic polarizability refers to the polarization of atoms and ions itself in an applied field. In the 
classical view of atoms consisting of a positive nuclei surrounded by orbital negative electrons, the 
external field will shift the nuclei and electrons from their equilibrate ground state to create a dipole 
from the atom. 
 
 
2.1.2      Local Electric Field 
 
The definition of polarizability given in formula (2.1) required the knowledge of field strengths felt by 
one dipole moment. In diluted gases where the interaction between each atom can be neglected, the 
field distribution is uniform everywhere and the local field is similar to the applied external field Eext. 
The dense molecular structure of solids disturbs the uniform field strength distribution of applied 
external field due to mutual overrides of adjacent dipoles, which produced also an electrical field E. 
Hence; the Eloc inside the polarized solid differs from the external applied field Eext [30]. An exact and 
precise examination of this local field distribution required a quantum mechanical calculation of 
excited potential field distribution. 
Because of the superposition principle of fields, the local field Eloc can be expressed as a summation of 
the applied external field and some fields affected by surrounding materials Es  
 
sextloc EEE +=     (2.3) 
 
Assuming the effective (Born) charges of bonded atoms are known, one can calculate Es by summing 
the Poisson’s equation of overall charges, to account for the field contribution of the remaining atoms 
or dipoles, respectively, on the local field Eloc. This formidable task but can be avoided by a much 
simpler approach introduced by the Lorentz as Lorentz model [31]. 
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The Lorentz model decomposes the local field into four components by introducing a Lorentz cavity, a 
small sphere comprising of a few atoms surrounded by a continuous uniform material. So the Eloc can 
be separated into the original applied field Eext, the depolarisation field Ep , the Lorentz cavity 
polarization field EL on the surface of imaginary sphere and the field contribution due to dipoles within 
the Lorentz cavity Enear [32]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2. Each field contribution to the local field in Lorentz cavity. 
 
 
nearLpextloc EEEEE +++=     (2.4) 
 
The depolarisation field Ep caused by the polarization charges on the external surface is opposed to the 
external field Eext and depends on the shape of the external surface. Generally, it can be given as 
 
0ε
PNE ip
r
⋅−=     (2.5) 
 
where Ni , called the depolarisation factor, described the shape dependence of external surface and 
varies from 0 to 1 for two extreme cases, needle and thin plate respectively, 
 
1=iN   Thin plate   (2.6) 
3/1=iN   Sphere    (2.7) 
0=iN   Needle    (2.8) 
 
The sum of Eext and Ep yields a uniform distributed field E0 in the material, called a Maxwell field. 
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The additional correcting factor to this field, the Lorentz field EL, considers the induced field within 
the Lorentz cavity duo to the charge density on its surface. On the surface of the Lorentz cavity, the 
element of charge on the circular ring is given by 
 
θθπθ dRRPdQ ⋅⋅⋅−= sin2cos    (2.9) 
 
Applying Coulomb force law, the z component of the induced electrical field EL within the cavity is 
given by 
 
dQ
R
E
ZL
⋅−= ∫ 2
0
cos
4
1 θ
πε     (2.10) 
 
where it included cosθ for considering z component. Insertion of equation (2.9) and integration over 
the whole surface of spherical surface yields finally 
 
00
2
0 3
sincos
2 εθθθε
π PdPEL =⋅⋅⋅= ∫     (2.11) 
 
As can be seen easily, the other field components EL and EL vanish by symmetry and ELz is the only 
nontrivial component of the field along the direction of P. 
For evaluating the contribution of Enear field to the local field, one has to sum over the fields of 
individual dipoles, each with the following electric dipole field contribution 
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−= 53
0
).(3
4
1
r
rrp
r
pE
rrrr
πε     (2.12) 
 
Assuming the dipole moment of each dipole within the sphere is the same, Lorentz showed for the 
case of cubic shaped structure of isotropic material that this field will vanish and can be neglected,  
 
0
23
5
222
5
22
=−−=−= ∑∑
j j
jjj
j j
jj
near r
yxz
P
r
rz
PE    (2.13) 
 
since  
 
∑∑∑ == 5
2
5
2
5
2
j
j
j
j
j
j
r
y
r
x
r
z
    (2.14) 
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Insertion of each field part in the local field Eloc yields 
 
PEEloc
rrr
0
0 3
1
ε+=     (2.15) 
 
which shows that Eloc is indeed higher than the uniform Maxwell field. This formula is also known as 
Lorentz relation. 
 
 
2.1.3      Clausius-Mossotti Relation 
 
A consequent application of the Lorentz local field in the polarizability definition yields  
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +⋅⋅= PENP V
rrr
0
0 3
1
εα     (2.16) 
 
which after cancelling the P component on the right side can be rearranged as  
 
30
00
V
V
N
NEP ⋅−
⋅⋅= αε
αε rr     (2.17) 
 
The above equation describes solely the relation of polarisation and the Maxwell field E0 with 
corresponding correction term, due to the absence of the Lorentz local field. Therefore, now it can be 
compared with this microscopic derivation of polarization to Maxwell ‘s macroscopic polarisation 
definition  
 
( )100 −⋅= rEP εε rr      (2.18) 
 
that after some rearrangement yields the following relation  
 
( )
( ) vr
r N⋅⋅=+
− αεε
ε
03
1
2
1
     (2.19) 
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known as  the Clausius-Mossotti relation [33][34]. This equation provides a link between the 
microscopic quantity polarisability α and the macroscopic quantity dielectric constant ε.  
 
 
2.1.4      Dielectric Constants 
 
The microscopic dielectric response of solid states on the EM field is called relative permittivity εr or 
dielectric constant (dk) and is given by Maxwell constitutive relation of matter with respect to electric 
forces as  
 
ED r
rr ⋅= εε 0      (2.20) 
 
which calculates the relationship between the electric displacement or electric flux density D and 
electric field strength E [35]. Whereby, the free air permittivity ε0 constitutes the constant value to 
accomplish the relative permittivities. 
In general, the relative permittivity in solid states is a symmetric tensor of second order, which in the 
case of cubic crystal is reduced to a single scalar value. Materials with no significant dielectric 
alignment to a certain direction are called isotropic material. Respectively, materials with dielectric 
alignment and tensor dielectric constant are known as anisotropic materials. 
According to the frequency dependent of polarization, the dielectric constant behaves very frequency-
sensitive and can be considered to be constant only over a short range. This frequency dependence is 
usually specified as a dielectric function. After substitution of current density j  
 
Ej
rr ⋅= σ      (2.21) 
 
where σ illustrates the conductivity of material, in generalised Ampere’s law in the time-harmonic 
field  
 
EjjjDjH
rrrr ⋅⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −⋅=+⋅=×∇ ω
σεωω    (2.22) 
 
a general complex dielectric constant can be defined for solids in the electrical field with a frequency 
inverse proportional dependant imaginary term. In case of an insulator that any current conductance is 
proposed, this imaginary part caused by current density flux can be imagined as the losses of electrical 
field strength in the electron movement and associated heat due to ohmic resistivity. 
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2.1.5      Dielectric Loss 
 
Many fundamental different reasons provoke the electrical loss in the solid-states. Crystal defects or 
impurities are the most common reason for losses in dielectrics; nevertheless, even a perfect crystal 
exhibits losses called intrinsic dielectric losses that represent the basic limit of dielectric losses [31]. 
As illustrated above, the electrical loss current can be included in the permittivity as the imaginary part 
of complex permittivity to describe the total losses.  
 
εεω
σεε ′′−′=−= jj    (2.23) 
 
Nevertheless, there is another expression commonly in use for loss indication stemming from 
capacitor definition [36]. 
Considering a voltage disposed ideal capacitor, the flowing current and voltage are in quadrature and 
differ exactly in phase π/2. But after assuming losses in the capacitor, the phase of current shifted to 
lower than π/2. This difference in phase from the ideal lossless case is referred to as the loss angle  
 
φπδ −=
2
     (2.27) 
 
which is usually given in loss tangent form as 
 
ε
εδ ′
′′=tan      (2.28) 
 
The above formula defines the macroscopic loss that can be measured and applied very easily but does 
not contain any information about the sources and mechanism responsible for it. There are various 
models, often based on classical oscillator models, explaining the different dispersion behaviour of 
permittivity and concerning relaxation losses in these frequency ranges. 
The dipole polarization and related relaxation loss is named after Debye who first proposed the loss 
tan as 
 
Dτωδ ⋅=tan      (2.29) 
 
where τD labels the Debye relaxation time [29]. 
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As Gurevich and Tagantev proposed in their theory for intrinsic dielectric loss in the microwave, the 
unharmonicity of interatomic interaction, a photon-phonon collision process, has effects even in a 
perfect crystal dielectric loss [37]. The dependence of the dielectric loss tangent on the frequency of 
photons and the temperature was then given within the temperature regions T > ΘD and T << ΘD for 
ω>> Γ as 
 
nm TA ⋅⋅= ωδtan     (2.30) 
 
where A is a material constant, n and m are order indexed determined by the crystal symmetry, ΘD is 
the Debye temperature and Γ is the damping of phonon defined as 
 
( )2νMTK DB Θ⋅⋅=Γ    (2.31) 
 
with M as the mean atomic mass, v the mean sound velocity, KB the Boltzmann constant and ΘD the 
Debye frequency.  
 
 
2.1.6      Temperature Coefficient of permittivity 
 
The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant is a fundamental phenomenon given by 
Temperature Coefficient of permittivity TCε or τε in ppm/K unit with following formula  
 
T
TC ∂
∂⋅= εεε
1
     (2.32) 
 
where for ε usually the permittivity at room temperature is used [38]. The physical mechanisms 
contributing to the TCε  value are but hidden in this general exhibited definition. First Bosman and 
Havinga deduced in their work from a temperature derivation of macroscopic Clausius –Mossotti 
formula  
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛⋅⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=+
−
V
mαπ
ε
ε
3
4
2
1
    (2.33) 
 
each contribution terms to the total TCε applicable for all cubic or isotropic materials [39]. On the 
contrary to the original Clasusius-Mossotti formula that holds only for cubic structures due to 
vanishing of internal dipoles interaction effects, the above macroscopic Clausius-Mossotti definition 
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with αm as the polarizability of a macroscopic small sphere with a volume V remains valid even for 
isotropic structures. A consequent differentiation of macroscopic Clausius-Mossotti formula with 
respect to temperature at constant pressure yields 
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consisting of three terms A, B and C with different physical meaning. 
The term A describes the direct effect of the volume expansion on the TCε , i.e. thermal expansion, 
that decrease –noticed by the negative sign of term- the number of dipoles per unit volume as 
temperature increases. 
The term B is the effect of volume expansion on the polarizability of dipoles that increases by 
increment of available volume due to less stress and more freedom for ions to shift. In general, this 
term has a positive contribution and can be only negative if the (∂V/∂T)p is negative too, which is very 
improbably. 
The direct dependence of polarizability on the temperature at constant volume is given through the 
term C. According to simple anharmonic model, by increasing the temperature the restoring force 
acting on the ions increases to make the displacements difficult, which in turn decreases the dielectric 
constant ε, expressed in negative quantity. 
The terms A and B are mostly the largest quantities (30-40x10-6) with very similar in magnitude. But 
due to their opposite signs, their collective effect fell in the same order of the term C. 
 
 
2.1.7      Quantum mechanical aspect of dielectric properties 
 
Recently the computational material science and chemistry quantum mechanic has enjoyed a great 
attention and development progress has reached a maturity status to prognoses the most of essential 
bulk material properties. Particularly the optical and static dielectric tensor and the electrical response 
on the homogenous electrical fields of periodical crystal structure are recently possible to be calculated 
numerically with adequate precision. 
A review of the fundamental basics should declare the approach and used methodology for first 
principal, ab-initio, simulation of dielectric properties of insulting crystal structures [40]. As described 
above, the relative dielectric permittivity tensor of a material is related to  
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β
α
αβαβ εδε E
P
∂
∂+=
0
1
     (2.35) 
 
where P is the polarization, E the applied field, δαβ the Kronecker symbol and α, β are the co-ordinate 
components. A straightforward calculation of this dielectric tensor is but not possible with the density 
functional theory calculation with plane-waves, because periodic boundary conditions do not allow a 
finite macroscopic field [41]. Fortunately there is an alternate expression for ε in terms of quantities 
that can be calculated in zero-field. According the classical dispersion formula, the static dielectric 
tensor of a complex lattice is given by following sum rule 
 
( ) ∑
≠
∞
⋅+=
0
2
00
**
2µω µ
µβµα
αβαβ ωεεε mV
ZZ
    (2.36) 
 
comprising of the purely electronic dielectric tensor  ε∞ , and the additional infrared IR-active phonon 
mode contribution illustrated by the second sum term where µ labels the zone-center (q=0) normal 
modes of the system, ωµ their angular frequencies, Z*µα their effective charges in Cartesian direction 
α, V the volume per unit cell and ε0 the permittivity of free space. The each mode effective charge in 
the α direction for a given mode µ is defined in turn as 
 
( ) ( ) γµγ αγαµ iii i am
mZZ
2/1
0** ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= ∑     (2.37) 
 
where Z*i is the Born effective charge tensor for ion i, mi its mass, (aµ)iγ the component of the 
normalized dynamical matrix eigenvector for mode µ involving ion i in the γ direction, and mo an 
arbitrary mass which is cancelled by the denominator in further formula. Finally the components of the 
Born effective charge tensor for a given ion i are defined by 
 
γ
α
αγ
i
i u
PVZ ∂
∂⋅=*      (2.38) 
 
with P as polarization of the system and ui the coordinate of the ion i in direction γ. 
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2.2      Homogenisation of Mixtures  
 
The dielectric response of a heterogeneous media formed from different constituents is a recurring 
problem of both theoretic and practical importance. An exact determination of electrical response of 
such composite with random inclusion distribution is a formidable task that depends not only on the 
dielectric constants and volume fractions of each constituent but also on their spatial distribution. To 
consider the spatial distribution effects, various effective medium approximations are successfully 
developed [21][22][23][42][43][44]. The basic assumption thereby is the restriction to a quasi-static 
electric field where the wavelength of the external electrical field is much larger than the particle size 
of inclusions. In this case the electromagnetic wave scattering of the particles can be neglected and the 
material can be treated as a homogeneous substance with an effective dielectric constants. In general, 
the replacement of a heterogeneous system by an effective medium is not restricted to dielectric 
properties and can be extended to most of linear transport properties like conductivity and E-modulo . 
The mutual mathematical basic mechanism to take the periodic spatial contribution into account is 
called homogenization.  
 
 
2.2.1       Effective Relative Permittivity εeff 
 
The effective dielectric constant, of a mixture depends on the relative permittivities, the relative 
amounts and the spatial distribution of constituents. The principal aim of the homogenization is to 
drive a general formula for a well-defined representative primitive cell of mixture that considered all 
essential dependencies [42]. If the actual potential field φ(r) and the electrical field E(r)=-grad(φ(r)) in 
a mixture is known, the effective permittivity can be defined similar as a spatial average by the 
formula 
 
Sn
Sn
eff rE
rEr
)(
)()( ⋅= εε      (2.39) 
 
where <...>S denotes the volume average 
 
∫ ⋅⋅= rdrfVrf S 3)(1)(     (2.40) 
for arbitrary function f(r ).  
For complex structure the calculation of electrical scalar potential field requires extensive numerical 
simulation with adequate boundary conditions, but for some simple models of primitive shapes like 
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sphere or slabs the static scalar potential field can be derived analytically and a simplified formula 
without the spatial averages can be depicted. 
 
 
2.2.2       The Wiener Limits 
 
Perhaps one of simplest spatial arrangement of a composite is the multilayer order of constituents, 
once perpendicular to the applied electrical field and once tangential to the electrical field. In case of 
tangential layer order, the multilayer substance can be considered as a network of parallel capacitors 
with constant permittivities. Consequently according to the network theory the total capacitance and 
the associated effective permittivity is  
 
∑⋅=
n
nneff AA
εε 1      (2.41) 
 
where is summarised over all n capacitor layers and A indicates the related surface of constituent 
layers with a volume of d.An , so that a substitution of the relative volume fraction  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3. The conditions of quasi-static field consideration of effective medium approximation. 
 
 
fn yields following equation  
 
S
n
nneff f εεε == ∑      (2.42) 
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Considering the case of parallel slabs perpendicular to the electrical field, again the network theory 
can be accomplished to analyse the structure. Now the capacitors are in serial line that after 
substitution of relative volume fraction for total capacitance for the associated effective permittivity 
yields  
 
Sn n
n
eff
f
εεε
11 == ∑      (2.43) 
 
in contrast to above equation. 
Obviously these two equations give the most extreme limits of geometric arrangement and as Wiener 
showed they are the ultimate limit for the effective relative permittivity that must hold [45], 
 
Seff
S
εεε ≤≤
−11
     (2.44) 
 
 
2.2.3       Maxwell-Garnett Mixing Rule 
 
One of the first analytical approaches for effective relative permittivity of a matrix immersed with 
dielectric inclusions was made by Rayleigh as early as 1892 [46]. He modeled the problem by an 
ensemble of identical spherical particles in a simple-cubic arrangement immersed in a dielectric matrix 
and devised an ingenious method to calculate, at least in principle, the exact effective dielectric 
constant of homogenized substance. Using his idea, McPhedran et al. extended the validity of the 
original approach to simple, body- and face-cantered cubic lattices [47][48]. 
 
Assuming an external electric field Hz oscillating with a wavelength much greater than the radius of 
including particle a, Rayleigh derived a quasi-static calculation of the many-body problems in a steady 
state by solving the Laplace equation of scalar potential field Φ in the spherical coordinate system (r, 
θ, ϕ)  
 
0=∆Φ      (2.45) 
 
This resulted in for potential field outside of particles (r>a)   
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where Ynm is the surface harmonic function and time factor e-iwt is suppressed. Moreover the symmetry 
of the cubic lattice simplified the surface harmonic function Ynm to  
 
( ) ( ) )cos(cos, ϕθϕθ mPY mnnm ⋅=     (2.47) 
 
where pnm indicates the associated Legendre function and n is restricted to odd integers (n=1,3,5,...) 
and m to integral multiple of 4 (m=0,4,8,...). 
Within the inclusion sphere but the potential field must be finite at the origin (r = 0) and therefore the 
terms involving inverse powers of r have to vanish. Consequently, for r < a the general solution of 
Laplace equation is given by 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.4. The geometry of Rayleigh’s model consisting of ordered dielectric spheres ε2 of radii a and 
distance b. 
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To determine the coefficients Amn, Bmn and Cmn, the boundary conditions at the interface r = a can be 
imposed to keep the continuous field components across r = a. i.e. 
aOraIr
Φ∂=Φ∂ 12 εε . Using the 
orthogonality of Ynm on the boundary condition, following coefficients relation can be deduced  
 
nmnnm ARB ⋅=       (2.49) 
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nn
nRn ++
−=      (2.50) 
 
To complete the required equations for determination of coefficients, Rayleigh recognised that in the 
general potential solution the terms with negative powers of r arise from the induced multipole 
moments on the sphere itself but the terms with the positive powers of r arise from the applied field 
and the multipole moments on all other spheres surrounding the centre sphere. The induced multipoles 
have to be the same for all spheres. This identification leads to the identity 
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where the left-hand side illustrates the positive power term less the potential of external field. On the 
other hand the right-hand side is the potential due to all the spheres s except the central one, Thereby 
index s indicates the spherical coordinate, rs, θs and ϕs of the point r with the origin at the centre Rs of 
the sth sphere 
 
[ ]Tssss bbbR γβα=                       Ν∈sss γβα ,,    (2.52) 
 
This identity (2.51) can be expanded in a power series of x, y and z on each side to obtain missing 
relations between Anm and Bnm by equating the coefficient of equal powers, as accomplished by 
Rayleigh. Using the orthogonality relation of associated Legendre function, rather than the successive 
partial differentiation of Rayleigh, Lam shows a more elegant iterative form of solution of latter 
equation [49]. He exhibited that the equation (2.51) can be expressed after a multiplication by 
rn.Ynm(θ, ϕ) and integration over θ and ϕ by  
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where λ=a/b and 
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Snm is a dimensionless lattice sum of 
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n
s
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n YR
bS ϕθ ,1 11 ∑ ⋅⋅= ++     (2.56) 
 
in Rs, θs and ϕs coordinate system. The first six lattice sum have been evaluated by McPhedran et al. 
where the evaluation of S02 required some care due to the dependence on the shape of outer boundary. 
3
20
2
π=S   1082.304 =S   57333.006 =S    (2.57) 
79.144446 −=S  2593.308 =S    61.547548 =S  
 
Now following the work of Rayleigh, he figured out that εeff depends only on the coefficient B10 by 
applying Green’s theorem and obtained for effective permittivity of a binary composite the formula 
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where p indicates the volume fraction ( ) 333 3/43/4 λππ == baf  and D(p) illustrates a 
dimensionless function of p defined by 
 
100 /)( BaEfD =      (2.59) 
 
Finally the D(p) can deduced after written down equation (2.53) for n=1 and some rearrangements 
through the following  
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A iterative solution of the ratios Bnm/B10 on the right-hand side was given by Lam who calculated this 
term up to order λ18 and after substitution of lattice sum terms obtained  
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known as Rayleigh-Lam formula of binary phase centre-ordered mixtures. 
Despite of high precision order of deduced mixture formula, it shows a logarithmic singularly at p=π/6 
where the percolation point of spherical inclusion is achieved. This volume fraction marks the 
theoretical validity limit of the Rayleigh-Lam formula [49]. 
For low inclusion volume fractions f the latter formula the terms with higher powers of f on the right-
hand side (2.61) can be neglected. Consequently a substitution of shorten D(p) in the (2.58) formula 
will yield for famous empirical effective dielectric constant of binary phase composite 
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known as Maxwell-Garnett (MG) mixture formula [50]. In contrast to the Rayleigh formula, which 
considered the effect of all remaining included spheres on one sphere inclusion, Maxwell-Garnett 
formula regards a system of only one separated sphere without any interaction to others included 
spheres. A more general form of Maxwell-Garnett formula for multiphase mixture is given in implicit 
form 
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or certainly in explicit form as 
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On of crucial behavior of MG formula is the fact that it distinguishes between the role of matrix and 
the inclusions. This effects for an exchange of phases with the constant hold volume fraction different 
effective permittivity behavior. 
Consequently, Hashin and Shtrikman established based on the variational theorem more restricted 
bounds on the effective permittivity [51]. They restricted the boundary of Wiener by exchange of 
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phase rules by assuming a composite of N phases with lowest permittivity indexed by 1 and highest 
with k respectively, 
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called Hashin-Shtrinkman boundary limit. 
 
 
2.2.4       Symmetric Bruggeman Effective Medium Theory 
 
Another very successful widely used general homogenisation formula is the symmetric Bruggeman 
approach or also known as Polder-van Santen or de Loor formula in some literatures [21][52]. The 
Maxwell-Garnett approach distinguished between the host or matrix phase and the inclusions. 
 
 
Fig. 2.5. The effective medium charts of various mixture formulae for a binary system of ε1=1 
and ε2=10 vs. the volume fraction f of ε2. Indexes a and b denote the upper and lower Wiener limits, c 
and d the MG-formulae that marks at the same time the Hashin-Shtrikman limits, d labels the 
symmetric Bruggeman EMT model, e the LLL formula and finally f denotes the Lichtenecker’ mixture 
formula.  
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But usually in the application the exact roles of phases are not known. This made Bruggeman to 
formulate a new generalized approach treating the phases in an absolutely equivalent matter. 
A consistent attempt to eliminate the host-inclusion structure is achieved by considering the N 
isotropic phases included in an effective medium instead of a host, emerges from the environment and 
all the rest inclusions. These modifications can be integrated easily in MG formula, by substitution of 
ε1, the host phase with εeff and adding the former host to the inclusions, 
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where fn indicates the occupied volume fraction by every inclusion phases. The absolute symmetric 
treatment of phases by Bruggeman formula decoupled the effective medium quantity from the 
geometric structure and morphology of composite. Therefore an exchange of two phases and their 
volume fractions does not influence the effective permittivity [53].  
Due to the similar fundamental basic of the Bruggeman EMT and MG formula, a general unified 
relation can be given for N+1 phase mixture as Aspect shown by [54] 
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The dimensionless parameter v established the applied formulas: v=0 gives the Maxwell-Garnett 
formula and v=2 will yield the Bruggeman EMT. 
 
For the coated spheroid inclusions, regardless of the number of layers the polarizability can be in fact 
analytically solved by applying the proper boundary conditions according to Sihvola [55][56]. This 
polarizability can be written in an appropriated form for arbitrary amount of shell phases by 
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where the denominators and numerators end with the last phase of shell εN. Using available 
polarizability of the coated dielectric inclusion, the corresponding MG formula or with the above 
mentioned method the modified Bruggeman EMT can be derived for N arbitrary shell phases (N+1 
phases at all) 
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Hereby f denotes the occupied total volume fraction of inclusions and appreciated shells. Especially 
for three-phase mixture with 1-layer coated spheroidic inclusions the above relation can be simplified 
to 
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with the associated volume fractions f of phases. 
 
 
2.2.5       Validity and Percolation 
 
The validity of the Maxwell-Garnett and Bruggeman effective medium theory is appointed in the 
assumptions taken by deriving the formulas. While both formulas assume isolated inclusions in a 
matrix, the Maxwell-Garnett approach neglects any inclusion-inclusion interactions. The Bruggeman 
formula simplified these interactions in introducing an effective medium surrounding the inclusions. 
Nevertheless, with increasing volume fractions of inclusions approach more and more themselves and 
begin to polarise directly the inclusions in their vicinity [57].  
Particularly, the percolation phenomenon plays an important role by enlightenment of validity limits. 
Percolation, stemmed from percolate means flow through, describes the region of volume fraction 
with an extraordinary leap in material behaviour effected by incident of flowing continuities through 
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the substance. Thereby the percolation threshold parameter determines the volume fraction of 
inclusions, which the effective permittivity changes strongly.  
This can be examined at best by assuming a large εi/εhost ratio to emphasise the percolation effect by 
the 2 phase generalised MG formula without any loss of generality  
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for small εeff/εhost ratio where the percolation appears. 
To clarify the effects on the εeff an adequate rearrangement of the latter relation yields  
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Obviously the percolation threshold for εeff is achieved when the denominator reached the value zero 
or  
 
v
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where fc stands for volume fraction of percolation threshold. The unequal one percolation threshold of 
Bruggeman effective medium theory  
 
0=v   Maxwell-Garnett Formula 1=cf    (2.74) 
2=v   Bruggeman EMT  3/1=cf   (2.75) 
 
proved the advance of this formula comparison to MG formula which with a fc=1 does not practically 
aware of percolation phenomena. Another interesting aspect is the fact that the percolation threshold of 
εeff appears by Bruggeman EMT before the geometrical percolation given by spheroid inclusion at 
volume fraction of 0.5. 
 
 
2.2.6       Landau-Lifshitz-Looyenga Mixture Formula 
 
The Landau-Lifshitz-Looyenga (LLL) mixture formula attracted the attention since its introduction in 
1965 because of its simplicity and its freedom in the shape of included phases [58][59]. In contrast to 
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MG or Bruggeman EMT, the LLL formula is confined neither to the ellipsoid inclusions nor to any 
kind of certain shapes of inclusions. This peculiarity of Landau-Lifshitz-Looyenga makes it suitable 
for calculating the effective property of mixtures of non-ellipsoid inclusions. 
Starting with the common mean value expression of effective permittivity in equation (2.39), a 
variational approach with the following variations 
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can be defined by 
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ssss
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Now assuming an external electrical field in z direction, the x and y mean electrical fields <Ex> and 
<Ey> will vanish and averaging of above relation will yield 
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that can be easily rearranged for the effective permittivity into the equation 
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consisted on the right-hand side of the spatial mean of permittivties and average spatial contribution of 
phases to the effective value. 
In order to obtain a more suited expression for the contributing second term in former equation, the 
absence of free-divergence of the electrical displacement D can be applied on the relation (2.80). A 
spatial derivation will at least result in  
 
[ ] 0≅∂+∂+∂⋅+∂⋅ zzyyxxSzSz EEEE δδδεδε    (2.82) 
 
where the term Eδεδ  is assumed to vanish is neglected. An additional partial differentiation with 
respect to z and consequent use of conditions derived from the curl-freedom of electric field leads to  
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[ ] 02222 ≅⋅∂+∂+∂+∂⋅ zzyxzSz EE δδε     (2.83) 
 
In the case of isotropic mixture, the partial differentiation of permittivities in each direction is similar. 
So the above equation can be written after a spatial averaging by 
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or after some simplification as  
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Now the straight-forward substitution of equation (2.85) in (2.81) yields the Landau-Lifshitz-Loogena 
formula  
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depending only on the spatial average of permittivities ε and the different to average permittivies δε. 
A more compact form of this relation is taken in the literature by using the following fact  
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Casting the above formula in the relation (2.86) for effective permittivity deduced finally the famous 
Landau-Lifshitz-Looyenga (LLL) mixture formula  
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It has to be emphasised that during the whole deduction of LLL mixture formula the only taken 
assumption was the adequate and moderate spatial variation of D, E, and ε at beginning. This exhibits 
that the LLL formula is suited only for mixture without wide spatial contrast.  
 
 
2.2.7       Lichtenecker Empirical Mixture Formula 
 
Through a lot of empirical expressions estimating the effective value of mixtures, the Lichtenecker’s 
formula enjoyed the most attention [60]. This attention is related to the pragmatic estimate nature of 
the formulae for the effective permittivity of mixture without any particular assumptions for geometric 
and morphology of mixture. 
In the more general α-model, the Lichtenecker’s formulae for a mixture of N phases, each occupying a 
volume fraction of f, is given by 
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where the a can vary between –1 to +1. 
Despite the empirical nature of Lichtenecker’s formula, for certain inclusion distribution a theoretical 
derivation can be obtained from the effective medium theory for it. Considering the general effective 
permittivity formula of (2.39) 
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for mixture of N different inclusions with a volume fractions of f and a mean electrical field of <Ei>, 
substitution of the ratio di=<Ei>/<E> for the i-th. Phase will yield 
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The di ratio, often called depolarisation factor, described thereby the overall contribution of each phase 
to the total average field. As Stratton shown, for the ellipsoidal inclusions in a host media placed in a 
uniform external electrical field E0 the di ratio can be expressed by 
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where the summation happens over the three main direction j=1,2,3 along the axis of the ellipsoids of 
phase i and a illustrates the angles between the ellipsoid principal axis and the applied field. The 
parameter gij is called depolarisation coefficients and depends only on the main axis of the ellipsoids 
inclusions and is determined by elliptical integral 
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which does not depend on the ellipsoid volume and should verify 
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Fig. 2.6. The electric flux density (a) and electric potential (b) field distribution of a unit cell with a 
spherical dielectric inclusion, the fundamental model for MG and Bruggeman EMT homogenisation 
approaches. 
 
 
A restriction of inclusions oriented parallel to the external field now will vanish the enumerator and 
summation in the formula (2.92) to a simplified expression for depolarisation factor 
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with giE as the “equivalent depolarisation coefficient” of phase i in direction of applied field varying 
between 0 and 1 ( for spherical inclusion it is equal 1/3). It is of interest to denote that a non-consistent 
or self-consistent application of the recently derived equivalent depolarisation coefficient for spherical 
inclusion will lead to the known Maxwell-Garnett formulae or the symmetrical Bruggeman effective 
medium theory, respectably.  
Nevertheless for a certain distribution of geometrical shapes of inclusion determined by a particular 
and adequate distribution function of equivalent depolarisation coefficient P(giE), the associated di 
ratio can be defined by 
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As Abramowitz and Stegun demonstrated [61], a application of the “Beta distribution” for real number 
0<x<1 defined by 
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with Γ as Gamma function, on the distribution function of equivalent depolarisation coefficient P(giE) 
in the equation (2.96) enables an analytical integration and yields 
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Now substitution of the latter expression for depolarisation factor into the equation (2.91) will results 
in for effective permittivity the mentioned Lichtenecker’s relation for α ≠ 0 
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or for α = 0 the second Lichtenecker’s formula 
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An additional insertion of α=1 and α= -1 results in the Wiener limits for perpendicular and horizontal 
inclusions respectively. Hence, these all demonstrated that the Lichtenecker’s formula is really 
physically founded provided that the Beta distribution of the included shapes may be the case. 
 
 
 
2.3      HF Characterisation of Microwave Ceramics 
 
The knowledge of complex permittivity and permeability of applied material in microwave regime is 
of essential importance for further improved designs. Several methods are reported in the literature for 
broadband or discrete mode high frequency (HF) characterization of bulk materials. Most of them 
assume a pre-treatment and preparation of the samples into the measurement-suited form. Cavity 
resonator method (CR) presents the most widely used measurement technique where the sample is 
placed in the middle of an enclosed metallic cavity, usually in a cavity with more than 3 times 
diameter of the sample to suppress the conducting losses on the metallic enclosing wall of cavity. 
Depending on cavity set-up the first mode TE01δ or TE011 is measured for calculating the dielectric 
properties for which sophisticated analytical theory exist. Hereby, the absence of metal contact to 
specimen enables a precise determination of quality factor Q and tanδ of low loss sample. 
According to the mode charts, a height to diameter ratio of 0.4 is desired to optimize the resolution and 
separation of modes, which can be hardly obtained for DR samples from thin substrates and even 
though the measured resonant frequency would be very high, not measurable by every devices. So 
other non-destructive, non-contact measurement methods are convenient for substrate 
characterizations. Split-post dielectric resonator SPDR technique is such a method derived from the 
approved cavity resonator. The basic setup consists of a DR loaded cavity resonator, which is cut axial 
through the middle of DR and cavity into two symmetrical pieces separated by a small air gap. By 
insertion of substrate under measure in the air gap between two resonating pieces the electrical field 
distribution in the cavities will be noticeably disturbed. This field perturbation influenced certain 
modes of SPDR by shifting the resonant frequency and increasing the bandwidth of modes. 
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The complex electrical structure of SPDR comprised of a lot of edges with analytical shadow areas 
making a practical and precise analytical determination of resonant frequency of SPDR setup 
impossible. The characterization is contented to perturbation approach gauged by several reference 
samples and measurements.  
 
 
2.3.1        Q-Factor vs. Tanδ 
 
In microwave engineering the losses of devices are usually expressed in a more appreciated form than 
loss tan (tanδ). Based on the definition of resonator, a fundamental circuit in HF-design, the loss of a 
resonating system is defined by Q-factor, a figure of merit for assessing performance of the resonator, 
through 
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where W labels the total stored energy (electric and magnetic) in the system and P in denominator the 
total dissipated power per cycle [62]. Thereby, two definitions exist for a shielded resonating system. 
The loaded Q factor QL describes the Q-factor of a system disturbed by external outer exciting (or 
measuring) source and respectively the unloaded Q-factor Qu, which is the actual free-resonating 
system without no coupling between excitation and resonant.  
Starting with the equivalent parallel RLC resonant circuit as approximation of oscillating system, 
without loss of generality, the complex power delivered to the resonator can be described by  
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with Zin as complex input impedance of circuit and Ploss as dissipated power by the resistor R. The 
average electric and respectively the magnetic energy stored in the capacitor C and L is  
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A substitution of latter relation in the power equation will finally yield  
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which holds in general for both series and parallel equivalent resonant circuits. 
Now considering the condition for occurring a resonance, Wm = We, the Q factor can be simplified to 
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Fig. 2.7. Impedance projection curve of a parallel resonant circuit and the relation to attenuation curve 
from resonant measurement  
 
 
at the resonant frequency 
LC
1
0 =ω . Close to resonance after replacing ω=ω0+∆ω, the input 
impedance in the equation (4.2) can be rewritten as 
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by applying the approximation identity for small x 
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On the input impedance plotted in the Z-plane (see fig. 2.7), the 3dB frequencies (= half power 
frequencies) ω+ and ω- denote points where the voltage by a constant current drops to 2/1 of its 
maximum magnitude. As can be seen from fig. 2.7 these points possess the unit imaginary term, 
achieved by the conditions Q/1/2 0 =∆ ωω  for ω- and Q/1/2 0 −=∆ ωω  in the case of ω+. 
Therefore, a 3dB-Bandwidth can be defined by  
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This simple relation is the reason for extraordinary popularity of Q factor through the microwave 
engineers because the frequencies can be determined very accurately and easy. But the measured Q 
value is disturbed by the measurement device and compares to the loaded QL factor. For calculating 
the unloaded QU the external losses has to be considered explicitly. In the case of a symmetric weak 
coupling κ to the outer devices the following relationship between the Unloaded and loaded Q can be 
derived 
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The coupling coefficient κ is obtained explicitly from the magnitude of transmission factor S21 at 
resonant frequency f0 for symmetric two port couplings by 
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An adequate substitution of κ coefficient in the relation (4.9) yields finally 
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where the logarithmic transmission factor S21 is replaced by its equivalent insertion loss 
α (attenuation) in dB unit expression. The relation between Q-factor and tanδ of shielded oscillating 
system can be deduced by distinguishing between different dissipated power sources. 
The total dissipated power is given in general by the sum of dissipated power in the dielectrics Pd, the 
dissipated power in the conducting shield Pc, the dissipated power through radiation Pr and the external 
excitation circuit Pext 
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Particularly the conducting dissipated power is obtained by integration over the surface of shield 
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where Js is the surface current density on the conducting shield, Ht the tangential magnetic field 
strength and ( )0/1 dRs ⋅= σ  labels the surface resistance defined explicitly with conductivity σ and 
skin depth d0. The dissipated power in the loaded N dielectric mediums is obtained again by following 
integration  
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that is very close referred to the integral equation the total stored energy in a shielded resonating 
system loaded with N differing materials  
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In the case of closed cavity ( Pr=0 ) filled contact less with a dielectric probe, by the modes of 
dielectric the most of energy will be concentrated in the probe and the field will decay exponential 
outside the probe. Hence, the magnetic field is very weak and the caused conducting loss Pc can be 
neglected. Finally the loaded Qu factor is caused by dissipated power in lossy dielectric Pd by 
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with Winside and Woutside denoting the stored energy inside the dielectric or respectively outside the 
probe and Wf depicts the filling factor of stored energy inside the dielectric to total stored energy. 
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2.3.2       Dielectric Resonators 
 
Although the dielectric resonator was known as a matter of principle since Richmeyr’s work [63], the 
first analytical approach to determine the operating modes of dielectric resonator was devised by 
Snyder’ work on the modes of dielectric and optic waveguides [64]. In his approach he derived the 
equation for calculation of modes (eigenvalues) of an infinity long waveguides in relation to its 
permittivity and cross section form.  
In general a dielectric resonator can be considered as a short slice of dielectric waveguide. The most 
common form is the cylindrical dielectric resonator. For the measurement of dielectric properties the 
probes are usually shielded by a metallic cavity to avoid additional radiation that would downgrade the 
resonant signal intensity and Q-factor [65][66].  
Base on waveguide approach, Itoh and Rudokas deduced a method to investigated the modes of 
cylindrical dielectric resonator in a cavity [16]. Considering a cylindrical dielectric probe centred in a 
conducting cavity, enclosed space can be divided in six subdomains where in each one the 
Helmholtz’s equation (an application of Maxwell equation to potential field) has to hold. On the 
boundaries of subdomains the continuity identity ought to hold additionally. They considered in their 
model only the Boundaries on the surface of dielectric probe through two equations to approximate the 
field distributions. For the boundary on the mantle of dielectric resonator between subdomains 6 and 4 
the waveguide equation was applied and a second decaying equation for the boundary on the top and 
bottom of dielectric probe was derived.  
Beginning with the dielectric waveguide equation, the Helmholtz’s equation in the appropriate 
cylindrical co-ordinate can be solved by the method of separation of variables  
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to the form of 
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evidently this equation can be divided in three independent terms, each referring to only one variable. 
In order to achieve the sum to zero every term has to be constant, so an adequate substitution of 
defined constants β and m 
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in the equation (4.18) yields after some rearrangement and multiplying by ρ2  
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with the radial wave number kρ  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.8. Supported DR load in the cavity resonator with associated space distribution into 6 
numerated subdomains.  
 
 
222 βρ −= kk       (2.122) 
 
This equation is known as Bessel equation of the mth order, whose solutions are Bessel functions. Now 
the problem of solving the Laplace potential partial differential equation is separated into three single 
differential equations. An consequent application on the dielectric rod waveguide and the boundary 
conditions on the its surface establishes the following Eigenvalue equation that possess non-trivial 
solutions for akx Inside ⋅= ρ  and aky Outside ⋅= ρ where the determinant vanishes 
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where Jm and Km determines the first kind Bessel function of the mth order and the modified Bessel 
function of mth order, respectively and the J’m and K’m are the first derivatives. 
Expanding the determinant and a appropriate regrouping yields at last the following transcendental 
equation 
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called the eigenvalue equation for the dielectric rod waveguides. For a certain m there will be a lot 
eigenvalues x that hold the above equation. In order to distinguish between them, it has become 
convenient to account the eigenvalues with n and index them by xmn. 
In the special case of no azimuth variation m=0 the third term in above equation will vanish and 
simplify it to 
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corresponding to transversal magnetic TM and transversal electric TE fields respectively. Particularly 
for the fundamental TE01δ mode used mostly by cavity resonator measurements, can be given by 
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with the following relation between kρ inside and kρ outside 
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On the top and bottom the dielectric rod the electric field can be considered to decay exponentially to 
zero at the outer conducting shield. Therefore after the insertion the boundary condition for the TE01δ 
mode with only Hz component in z direction the second equation is obtained by 
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where factor l illustrates the amount of axial waves in the dielectric rods. For l=0 the mode is called 
TE01δ because δ signifies a non-integer number smaller than unity  
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The phase angles ηtop and ηbottom are derived after application of cot function to 
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The established non-linear equation system comprised of (4.24) and (4.29) equations describes 
approximately the conditions for occurring TE, TM and Hybrid HE modes in the cavity, although they 
do not keep the Maxwell conditions. Nevertheless the approximation can be refined further by 
considering the neglected shadow subdomains 5 and 3 and their boundary conditions by a 
supplementary variational formula [67]. 
Conventionally, the permittivity characterisation is accomplishes by measuring of the first resonant 
frequency of a dielectric loaded cavity resonator. The dielectric probes are prepared in a rod form of a 
0,4 height to diameter ratio to ensure the best resolution of TE01δ and are placed in the centre of cavity 
on a low-K and low loss support. An iterative solution of above equation system for measured 
resonant frequency and probe geometry yields the desired permittivity of probe material. 
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2.3.3      Temperature Coefficient of Resonant Frequency (TCf) 
 
Similar to the temperature coefficient of permittivity TCε, a temperature coefficient for resonant 
frequency fr can be defined by 
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where RT stands for resonant frequency at room temperature. Assuming a cavity resonator loaded 
with the dielectric probe of diameter D and height L and support, the normalised resonant frequency 
depends as described above in very complicated matter on the geometry and probes properties of set-
up.  
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For small linear changes caused by temperature change ∆T the relation in above equation an be 
approximately linearised and after a partial differentiation following equation can be deduced for TCf 
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with 
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If temperature expansion coefficient α of cavity, resonator and support are equal then their relative 
length expansions Xi will vanish and the equation above simplifies to 
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where 
T
D
Dd ∆
∆= 1α  is the thermal expansion coefficient of dielectric probe. The first and second term 
on the right-hand side described the change ratio of fr caused by each temperature coefficient of 
permittivities TCε 
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where A stands for the filling factor, the ratio of the electric energy stored in the dielectric to the total 
energy. A substitution of above equation in the equation (4.36) yields finally 
 
dssdd TCATCATCf αεε −⋅−⋅−= 2
1
2
1
   (2.138) 
 
or in the case of high dielectric probes εd>>1 with Ad ≈ 1 leads to widespread relation between TCf 
and TCε [68] 
 
ddTCTCf αε −−= 2
1
     (2.139) 
 
2.3.4      Split- Post Dielectric Resonator Method. (SPDR) 
 
The frequency of modes and their resolution depends strongly on the geometry of dielectric probe, 
especially on the diameter-to-height ratio. Dielectric substrates but possess a very high ratio and 
actually can be hardly loaded in an enclosed cavity. Therefore other method than the cavity resonator 
has to be applied. One idea based on the origin dielectric loaded cavity resonator is the split-post 
dielectric resonator, (SPDR) [18][19][20]. This method consists of two similar pieces of in one-side 
opened dielectric loaded cavity resonators, which can be considered as loaded cavity resonator with 
axial cut through the cross sections of dielectric rod and cavity. 
The arisen air gap discontinuity by cross-section cut preliminary allows only the occurring of modes 
with no axial electrical component Ez=0, i.e. transversal electrical TE-modes like TE01δ. In this case 
the field distribution will cross the gap from the bottom dielectric resonator to upper DR. 
By insertion of a substrate in the air gap between two resonating pieces the electrical field distribution 
in the cavities will be noticeably disturbed. This field perturbation influences the mode of SPDR 
observable through a shifting of the resonant frequency and increasing the bandwidth of modes, which 
can be utilised to characterisation of the substrate.  
Nevertheless, the complex electrical structure of SPDR comprised of a lot of edges with analytical 
shadow areas and an fringing open gap. This makes a practical and precise analytical determination of 
resonant frequency of SPDR set-up impossible. The characterisation is therefore contented to 
perturbation approach gauged by several reference samples and measurements. 
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The frequency shifting of TE01δ. mode can be referred generally to a function F of permittivity εSub and 
thickness dSub of substrate under test 
 
( )airgapSubSubTE ddFf ,,01 εδ =∆      (2.140) 
 
The multivariable function F can be determined experimental by measuring or simulating an 
appreciate set of reference substrates for a certain SPDR device [19]. Thus the above formula can be 
expressed in the iterative form as 
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For small perturbation a 1. order linear response of TE01δ mode for the substrates of the same thickness 
as the reference substrate can be performed in respect to the relative permittivity εr and the Q factor 
[18].  
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where εr0 and tanδ0 are the permittivity and loss tangent of the reference substrate, ∆ωr and ∆ωr0 label 
the frequency shifting according to insertion of the substrate under test and reference substrate 
respectively. 
Another set-up to avoid the edges effects is introduced by Nakayama et al. by utilising matched 
dielectric resonators from the same size as the inner of cavity [69]. The value of relative permittivity εr 
and loss tangent tanδ of test substrate can be then obtained directly from the measured resonant 
frequency f0 and unloaded Q-factor of the TE011 mode. Neglecting the fringing field in the gap, the 
application of continuity conditions on the boundaries along the z-axis of SPDR yields following 
equations 
 
( )2122111 tantan αββββ −= LL     (2.144) 
( ) ( )32222222 tantan αββαββ −=− LL     (2.145) 
( ) ( )43443333 cottan LLL −=−− ββαββ     (2.146) 
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with the phase constant βn defined by 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.9. The conventional SPDR (a) and the modified version with analytical solution (b).  
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The j’01 is the first zero of derivative of Bessel function of first kind, and angular frequency 02 fπω =  
is the measured TE01δ mode frequency. c labels the light speed and D the diameter of cavity or 
dielectric resonators, respectively. 
If the βn became pure imaginary, then tanβn and cotβn functions have to be rewritten as adequate –
tanhβn’ and cothβn’by setting nn jββ ′= . 
The αn are the unknown parameters that have to be calculated iterative from bottom to top of 
equations by solving first the α3 from equation (4.46) and next α2 from equation (4.45). Consequently, 
the β1 can be obtained from the top equation, which finally determined the εr of test substrate through 
the (4.47) relation. 
The tanδsub is determined from the measured unloaded Q-factor Qu by utilising the following relation 
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where We describes the stored electric fields in respective specimens and Pc is the sum of conductive 
losses at side wall between the dielectric resonator, cavity and the top metal cover. 
It has to be denoted that all analytical and semi-analytical approaches to SPDR neglect the fringing 
field at air gap that causes significant uncertainly. Especially by high dielectric materials the surface 
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wave will dominate and change the modes order. Hence, an accurate identification of measured mode 
type is essential for SPDR characterization.  
 
 
2.3.5       Test structures 
 
If the substrate under test allows printing of good conducting metallic structures like copper, gold or 
silver, this can be applied to characterize the substrate dielectric properties in rf frequency region. 
There are two fundamental classes of structures that differ in characterization. The first, broadband 
characterization consists of non-resonating structures, mostly in form of simple metallic waveguides, 
loaded with dielectric substrate, where their reflection and transmission attenuations are determined by 
the complex permittivity and permeability of substrate. Although by this method it is feasible to 
characterize on almost arbitrary point of a broad frequency range, but the accurate of characterization 
suffers from the lack of sufficient precise measurement of power attenuation on single frequency 
points.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.10. The two most common test structures, ring resonator (a) and λ/2 transmission line resonator. 
The dot lines mark the electrical length of resonators. 
 
 
The second class of structure based on resonating structures works around this problem by sacrificing 
the measurement bandwidth for more accurate. Unlike the non-resonating structures, the appropriate 
information about the substrate is saved in the resonant frequency that can be determined and 
measured very precisely. There are two simple printed resonator structures widespread used for 
characterization of substrate: the λ/2 distributed line resonator and the ring resonator. 
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According to transmission line theory, a standing-alone transmission line with the length of some 
fraction of operating wavelength transfers the enclosing load impedance significantly.  
 
 
λ/2 transmission line resonator 
Assuming an ideal open-circuited transmission line, excited capacitive through two very weak air 
gaps, parallel behaving resonances of multiple of λ/2 in respect to the line length l can be observed 
[70]. According to the transmission line theory the input impedance of an open-ended line is 
determined by  
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where βαγ j+=  is the propagation constant with attenuation α and phase constant β and Z0 the 
characteristic impedance of lines. It is evident that an insertion of a line length of 2/λ=l  close to 
resonant angular frequency ωωω ∆+= 0  will simplify the tan term in the above equation  
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So finally for low loss lines ( ) ll ⋅≈⋅ ααtanh  the equation (2.149) reduces to 
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or at resonant frequency 0=∆ω  and loss free case 0=α to an open circuit opens, ∞→inZ  which 
equals a parallel resonant circuit. 
Hence, the effective permittivity can be calculated by following formula after measuring the nth 
resonant frequency frn  
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with c as speed of light. It has to be denoted that during all calculation the line length l is electrical 
length, which should differ from the physical length significantly. This difference occurs because of 
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the capacitive coupling at the ends of line that extends electrically the physical length of transmission 
line and causes uncertainties. Another method to prohibit this effect is described below.  
 
 
Ring resonator 
Ring resonators as Troughton showed it [71], can be used to measure propagation constant in 
microstrip based on the principle that a ring begins to resonate when its mean electrical circumference 
equals integral number of wavelengths. Assuming the mean microstrip ring with radius of R=(a+b)/2 
confining the EM field only in the substrate between perfectly conducting ground and the ring, the 
field should be only transversal magnetic TMnml to z direction with the Ez, Hρ and Hφ field 
components. 
Application of magnetic boundary conditions at the edges of ring ρ=a and ρ=b – with enough wide 
microstrip to neglect the dispersions cause by direct coupling of edges [72][73]– after disregarding the 
axial variation l=0 leads to the following characteristic equation of resonant modes TMnmo. 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0=′⋅′−′⋅′ kaYkbJkbYkaJ nnnn     (2.153) 
 
with the wave number k defined as 
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where J’n and Y’n are the derivative of Bessel functions of first and second kind of order n, 
respectively, and c denotes the speed of light in vacuum and εd the permittivity of substrate. An 
important approximation is achieved for narrow microstrip with a ≅ b where the derivative in above 
equation reduced to 
 
( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 01122 =⋅−⋅⋅− −− kaJkaYkaYkaJnka nnnn    (2.155) 
 
As the second term is generally non-zero, this leads to the well-known formula for narrow rings with 
radial variation of m=1 
 
nak =⋅      (2.156) 
 
The mode chart shows that the TM110 is the fundamental mode for every width thickness w of ring, 
and for w/R ≤ 0.1 the modes with higher azimuth variation m>1 can be avoided [74]. But the fringing 
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field and discontinuity effects should be regarded by replacing the permittivity in equation (4.54) with 
the adequate non-linear Wheeler’s effective dielectric constant formula [75]  
 
( )11 −+= deff q εε      (2.157) 
 
where the q is again the filling factor of stored electromagnetic energy in the substrate.  
Rings with sharp curvature can be also corrected by considering an effective frequency dependant ring 
width weff instead of original width w by following formula derived from the parallel conducting plates 
theory,  
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with h as the substrate thickness and Z0 the characteristic impedance of ring strip. c labels again the 
speed of light in vacuum. 
The unloaded Qu value of the module can be measured and calculated as described in section 4.1. It 
should be cautioned that this illustrates the total ring resonator module quality summing the dielectric, 
conducting and radiating losses. Especially for low-loss substrates the conducting loss dominates the 
total loss resulting in a smearing of dielectric loss part. Therefore the tanδ of low loss substrate cannot 
be usually determined appreciate precise with printing structures due to their high conducting losses.  
 
 
2.4    Microwave Ceramics 
 
The property of polarisation of insulating materials by an external electrical field was recognised early 
in the beginning age of electromagnetic history. In his theory Maxwell collected the overall 
macroscopic interaction between bulk material and electromagnetic field by introducing two variables: 
permittivity ε, due to the electrical field, and permeability µ, due to the magnetic field [76].  
Maxwell’s equations determined that materials with a high relative permittivity εr to the vacuum 
permittivity ε0 can store more electrical energy and the wavelength of travelling waves in such 
dielectric materials shortens with the square of permittivity. This is a promising proposition that stirred 
the interest for discovery of high dielectric ceramics and instigated unfatiguing material research until 
now [77][78].  
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2.4.1      History 
 
The considerable advantages of ceramic application in microwave engineering was recognised from 
the beginning of the 20th century. In 1935, Southworth reported on the dielectric transmission 
waveguides applied in the millimetre wavelength range with rutile (TiO2) as principal ceramic 
material. Richtmyer of Standford University introduced the first conceptual work concerningdielectric 
on resonators (DR) in 1939 [63].  
But the lack of frequency- and temperature-stable ceramic materials prevented practical application at 
that time. The rutile, TiO2, the first commercially available microwave ceramic with a εr of approx. 
100, showed poor temperature stability, expressed in temperature coefficient of resonant frequency τf 
of ~+450 ppm/°C, which restricted the application in microwave electronics [79].  
Despite numerous theoretical works on new innovative applications of ceramics in filter and passive 
circuit design and advances in evaluating the mode charts of DRs during the 1950s and 1960s [80], the 
development of stable microwave ceramics took time untill the early 970s, when the first temperature-
stable low-loss barium tetratitanate (BaTi4O9) was developed by Raytheon [81]. In 1974, another 
barium titanate compound BaTi9O20 with slightly improved properties was discovered by O’Bryan et 
al. [82][83] at Bell Labs, which leads to the BaO-TiO2 system as one of most amazing complicated 
systems, including miscellaneous phases determined by Roth et al. in their phase diagram [84]. 
Since then, various additions of Al2O3, MnO, ZnO, Ta2O5 and WO3 were also examined to control 
certain dielectric properties. The latter addition with BaO-4TiO2-0.1WO3 ceramics was found by 
Nishigaki et al. to possess excellent microwave properties and temperature stability of τf  = 0 ppm/°C 
[85]. This major breakthrough encouraged the further developments, particularly in Japan, leading to a 
variety of temperature-stable low-loss microwave ceramics. With the development of (Zr-Sn)TiO4 by 
the Murata manufacturing company, even the primarily scare of microwaves ceramics was overridden 
and the commercial success of microwave ceramics began [86]. Among the different relationships of 
donor and acceptor ions, the (Zr0.8-Sn0.2)TiO4 compound showed the greatest Q value, higher than 
BaTi9O20 with good temperature stability at high microwave frequencies. 
Much higher Q values were achieved in 1977 by another class of ceramics based on the Ba(Zn1/3 
Ta2/3)O3 family with their complex perovskite structure [87][88]. Particularly, the Ba(Zn,Ta)O3 and 
Ba(Mg,Ta)O3 with an extremely high Q value of 20000 at 10 GHz found applications in frequency 
ranges of up to 100 GHz [89].  
On the other hand, the high-dielectric microwave ceramics BaO-Re2O3-TiO2 with Re=(La, Nd, Sm, 
Gd) was reported first by Kodar et al. in 1977 [90][91]. Especially the BaO-PbO-Nd2O3-TiO2 with εr 
of 90 is widely used at lower frequencies around 1 GHz due to its low Q value [86]. Later, the lead-
free BaO-(Nd,Sm)2O3-TiO2 solution with adjusted temperature stability was introduced [92]. 
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Recently, the development focused on the improvement of some of properties with certain dope 
additives and substitutions or simplifying the sintering and manufacturing of existing microwave 
ceramics groups [93][94]. 
A survey of the existing ceramics plotted in figure 2.11 illustrates the inverse relations between the 
dielectric constant (εr) and the product of quality factor and measured frequency (Q.f) that determined 
the almost linear slope of Q at microwave frequencies. 
Through all ceramic microwave applications, recently the ceramic packaging of microwave modules is 
given a great attention by material developers. Recently, introduction of low-temperature co-fired 
ceramics (LTCC) under (<900°C) allows the melding point of high conductive silver to extend the 
integration degree to the third dimension into the multilayer substrates [95]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.11.  The Q-ε diagram of microwave ceramics, divided into the high-Q ceramics (i), the 
moderate ε ceramics (II) and high ε ceramics (III). The fitted curve confirms the inverse 
proportionality of Q to ε of microwave ceramics. 
 
 
2.4.2      BaO-Re2O3-TiO2, Re=(La-Gd) ternary System 
 
The TiO2-rich region of the BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 ternary system was first investigated by Kolar et al. in 
1978, which located two new compounds at BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 1:1:3 and BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 1:1:5 [96]. 
The high permittivity εr =90 of these compounds attracted the attention of many researches to deal 
more extensively with the crystal structures and associated dielectric properties. The extremely 
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complicated x-ray pattern of the solid solution due to the large unit cell and the superposition of peaks 
belonging to different phases enabled a long-term refinement process. 
Following the work of Kolar et al., Kawashima and other researchers substituted the Nd atom with Sm 
and other lanthanides, respectably, and extended the original BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 system to a BaO-
Re2O3-TiO2 ternary system with Re=(La-Gd) [97]. Later, a more precise modified coprecipitation 
method was used by Takahashi et al. in 1991 to establish the correct composition, which revealed 
other single phase ternary compounds at BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 1:1:4 and detected the reported BaO-
Nd2O3-TiO2 1:1:5 as a mixture of 1:1:4 system and TiO2 compounds [98]. 
This detection coincides with examinations by Matveeva et al. in 1984 which sought out the first 
fundamental crystal structure by inspecting a single crystal of a BaO-Pr2O3-TiO2 1:1:4 composition 
[99]. Their X-ray spectral microanalysis revealed a unit cell consisting of 3.75 Ba, 9.5 Pr, 18 Ti and 54 
Oxygen atoms, yielding a Ba3.75Pr9.5Ti18O54 composition. The new tungsten bronze-type structure 
contained a three dimensional framework of corner sharing perovskite–type [TiO6] 8- octahedra that 
forms rhombic and pentagonal channels in the direction the short axis, ccupied by the Ba2+ and Re3+ 
atoms to ensure electrostatic stability.  
Base on their results, Varfolomeev et al. explored the ternary system to Ba6-x La8+2x/3Ti18O54 with 
0<x<3 by varying the amount of cations [100].  
In 1992, Ohsato et al. revealed during observing Ba3.75Re9.5Ti18O54, Re = (La, Nd, Sm) compounds a 
superlattice with two times the fundamental lattice spacing along the c-axis [101]. He refined the 
crystal structure to Ba6-x Re8+2xTi18O54 and distinguished between two kinds of side occupations by the 
large Ba2+ and Re3+ cations one similar to the A-site in perovskite-type ABO3 structure and second a 
pentagonal-channel cavity like in tungsten bronze type structure. To maintain electrostatic stability, 
they introduced the substitution formula  
 
2Ba2+ ⇔ 2Re3+ + □     (2.159) 
 
,where □ stands for empty vacancy. 
According to this notation, the composition BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 1:1:4 reported by Takahashi et al. now 
corresponded exactly to x=0.5 and Ba3.75Re9.5Ti18O54 from Matveeva to x=0.75, respectively. 
Investigation of various solid-solution regions yielded 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 for Re=Sm and 0.0 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 for 
Re=Nd, respectively. This proved the assumption that increasing the ion radii of substituting rare earth 
Re decreases the x range of single phase compounds, a fact that was also observed by Varfolomeev et 
al. Consequently, Valent et al. detected only one solid solution of Ba6-x Gd8+2xTi18O54 with discrete 
x=1.5 for Re=Gd [97]. 
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Fig. 2.12.  The composition diagram of BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 system with the marked points as observed 
in  single-phase compounds. 
 
 
Last but not least, in 1997 Rawn et al. studied the single crystal structure using x-ray diffraction and 
considered the superstructure reflections and cased doubling of the cell along the short, c, axis again 
[102]. They identified the structure as the orthorhombic space group Pnma with no. 62 and determined 
that the two pentagonal channels, so-called A2-site, are fully occupied by Ba atoms and the rhombic 
channels, so-called A1-site, are shared with Re and Ba atoms. The achieved experiences in crystal 
structure of ternary system lead the researcher to aimed substitution of compound atoms, beginning 
with the rare earth Sm3+ cation with Nd and La atoms in the following Ba6-x (Sm1-y, Rey) 8+2xTi18O54 
compound as described by Ohsato et al. in 1997 to obtain a zero temperature coefficient of the 
resonant frequency τf. 
Imaeda et al. investigated the Sr substitution of Ba in (Ba1-α Srα)6-xSm8+2xTi18O54 composition with 0.0 
≤ x ≤ 0.2, following the idea that a substitution of large Ba2+ cations with smaller Sr2+ cations reduced 
the lattice strain, resulting in higher Q [103]. Another group headed my Mizuta attempted a B-site 
substitution of Ti 4+ with Al 3+ according to the following (Ba6-x Sm8+2x)α Ti18-yAlyO54 composition with 
α=1-y/36 and showed that εr and τf decreased with the increasing amount of substituted Al 3+ [104]. 
Wakino et al. replaced partially the Ba2+ with Pb2+ in a BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 1:1:4 compound and after 
allowing a small amount of Nd2Ti2O7 the second phase achieved τf = 0 [86]. 
Bi 3+ cation was the first reported substituting cation in this ternary system. Already in 1980, Kodar et 
al. reported the benefit of the addition Bi2O3 on the dielectric properties of BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 1:1:4 
compound [105]. However, the correct explanation of Bi 3+ substitution failed. Wersing et al. proposed 
a replacement of Ti4+ by Bismuth. Other researchers even expected a substitution of Ba2+ or Nd3+ with 
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Bi3+. This discrepancy was solved by investigations of Valant et al. in 1995 [106], which exposed the 
only possible substitution of Nd3+ with Bi3+in the single-phase Ba3.75Nd9.5Ti18O54 compound. 
All those investigations exhibit amazing regularity in the dielectric properties of Ba6-x Re8+2xTi18O54 
through varying Re=La-Gd [107][108]. Figure 2.12 shows variation of εr and Q.f with increasing size 
of the rare-earth ions. The plotted relationship confirms the predicted permittivity decrement with 
decreasing polarizability of the rare-earth ions from La –Gd that concurrently resulted in less loss, 
higher Q.f.  
The temperature coefficient of resonant frequencies τf changes dramatically from highly positive for 
La to negative values for Sm, Eu and Gd, with decreasing size of the rare-earth ions. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.13. A [001] view of BaO-Re2O3-TiO2 1:1:4 primitive cell. 
 
 
This interesting effect was studied by Valant et al. in 1999, which established a link between tilting of 
the [TiO6] 8 octahedra caused by the discovered doubling of the unit cells and the temperature 
dependence [107]. The importance of octahedral tilting for τf of perovskite structure has been revealed 
by Colla et al. . 
In the case of Ba6-x Re8+2xTi18O54., they recognized a correlation between the tilt angle of [TiO6] 8- 
octahedra and A-site ionic radii or mean radii (rA/rB) of A- and B-site ions, respectively which changes 
the crystal field significantly and results in the diverse temperature coefficient of permittivities 
[107][109]. 
 
 
2.4.3       Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramics 
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The Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramics, (LTCC), is a substantial consequence of minimisation of 
modules for electrical packaging. Beginning in early 80s, Kumar et al. at IBM faced the insuperable 
task of ensuring the high performance processor interconnects inside the multiprocessor mainframes 
[3][4]. This convinced them to expand the integration to the third dimension inside the substrate by 
utilising multilayer substrates [5].  
The dielectric tapes (layers) were cast into from a dielectric-polymer binder slurry. The metallic 
structures and vias on each layer are then printed and punched on every green tape, i.e. not sintered 
yet, separately. 
In order to assure the highest electrical conductivity, mostly metallic paste like gold, silver or copper is 
utilised. This required a restriction of the co-firing temperature in substrate laminated tapes to a lower 
temperature below the melting points of metallic paste, is usually under 900 °C. There are numerous, 
basically glass-derived, LTCC compatible materials. Kumar et al. introduced the first two glass 
systems of β-spodumene 4SiO2-Al2O3-Li2O and cordierite 2MgO-2Al2O3-SiO2 each densifying around 
900 °C [3][5]. 
Later, Muralidhar et al. at Ferro Co. demonstrated another glass system primarily consisting of 
wollastonite CaO-SiO2-B2O3 [6], followed by many other groups using various borosilicate glasses 
with some ceramic (mostly alumina) additions [8][110][111].  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.14.  A schematic picture of LTCC process flow from the tape casting until the finished modules. 
 
 
Typically, these conventional LTCC tapes show a moderate dielectric constant between 6-9 with a Q 
factor around 500 at some GHz frequency and only a few of them are temperature stabile, i. e. TCf is 
close to zero. 
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So with increasing demand for greater packaging density, the interest in higher dielectric substrates 
arises perpetually. It is the main aim of the rest of this work to investigate and characterise the new 
high-K LTCC material. 
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3 Development of high-K 
LTCC Materials 
 
3.1 Motivation 
 
Low temperature sintering and densification of microwave ceramic are extensively investigated in the 
present due to their application in electrical packaging. Particularly, Low Temperature Co-fired 
Ceramic technology (LTCC) benefits from co-firing with highly conductive electrical metals like 
silver or copper and multilayer technology suited for integration of compact high frequency modules 
[1]. 
The first approach to LTCC was developed by Kumar et al. at IBM, who introduced two-glass systems 
of β-spodumene 4SiO2-Al2O3-Li2O and cordierite 2MgO-2Al2O3-5SiO2 each densifying at around 900 
°C [3]. The conductor metallurgy of choice was copper that permitted a non-oxidizing co-firing 
ambient [4]. Later, Muralidhar et al. at Ferro Co. exhibited another glass system primary composing of 
wollastonite CaO-SiO2-B2O3 followed by many other groups using various borosilicate glasses with 
some ceramics additions, mostly alumina [6][110][111][112]. The mutual basic of all above-
mentioned glass-derived systems lies in a crystallizable glass part that decomposed into a multiphase 
of microwave ceramics during the sintering process.  
This essential crystallization follows two major aspects. First, it ensures the final microwave 
properties by creating the desired microwave crystalline phases; and, second, it accomplishes the 
required deformation resistance and rigidity during the melting and densification process. Hence, the 
key factor for low temperature densification is the application of a crystallizable glass with a softening 
point just below its crystallization temperature, to permit the complete densification of material 
without irregular shape deformations. Thereby, the dielectric properties can be auxiliary trimmed by 
adding MW ceramics like TiO2 or alumina Al2O3 to starting mixture [5].  
Adding selective inclusions to step up the densification can sometimes even stimulate the 
crystallization behavior of glasses [112]. 
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Fig. 3.1. The Bruggeman mixture diagram of a two-phase glass-ceramic composite in respect to the 
ceramic volume fraction. The gray marked surface determined the achievable effective permittivities 
by varying the dielectric properties of starting glass, from10 to 30, and ceramics, from 90-110. 
 
 
With increasing demand for greater packaging density, the interest in higher dielectric substrates 
begins to arise. Especially in wireless communication systems, the demands for more compact 
modules with better performance indicate the need for a better High Frequency (HF) fitted LTCC [7]. 
It turns out that a suitable leap in permittivity to εr > 60 concomitant with a higher Q-factor >1000 and 
much better thermal stability τf<± 5 ppm/°C is indeed required for a noticeable improvement of LTCC 
in HF applications. 
During this thesis, two different approaches are investigated intensively. Both routes are based on the 
further described concept of glass utilized as a binder phase by a glass-ceramic composite. Depending 
upon the content of ceramic in the composite, the role of glass changes. It is evident that the 
application of high-dielectric ceramics is inevitable because of the desire for high permittivity. 
Particularly, the rare-earth titanate ternary system, Ba-Re-Ti-O (Re=rare earth), with permittivities of 
70 up to 110 is suited for the considered ceramic counterpart. In contrast to the ceramic part, the 
choice of the appropriate glass is much more difficult. The complex multi-functionality of glass as a 
sintering aid, inclusions binder and concurrently properties controller and stabilizer overrides the 
choice of an appropriate glass. 
A survey of theoretical two-phase glass-ceramic mixture model (applied Bruggeman’s formula) 
clarifies the differences of two possible glass-ceramic derived approaches from the dielectric 
properties point of view.  
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The first solution is a glass-rich composite with properties mainly dominated by the glass, which is 
more related to the common applied methods and is satisfied by application of higher dielectric glass. 
The alternative approach uses much less glass for only densification proposes and controls the 
properties mainly with ceramics. While with the first route the high dielectric property of glass is of 
essential importance for the outcome, in the alternative case the binder function of glass is in 
foreground of interest and the dielectric properties are in domain of ceramics. 
 
 
3.2 Passive and Reactive Densification 
 
Based on the fundamental densification process, the above-defined two high-K low sintering 
approaches can be alternatively distinguished as passive or reactive sintering. The selection of these 
words actually refers to the ideal case of a sintering process responsible for the sufficient densification 
by the associated amount of glass. In reality, the densification progress is rather a combination of so-
called passive and reactive sintering. But for virtue of the understanding and modeling of the sintering 
processes it is enough to account the dominant sintering processes during densification. 
With passive glass-ceramic densification, one assumes a crystallizable glass with as few as possible 
reaction with ceramic inclusions during sintering and a crystallization temperature point suited higher 
than the softening point, to allow the desired densification and pores removal. This sintering describes 
almost all glass-rich composite solutions, where on the one hand low softening point with low 
viscosity is indeed asked to guarantee the densification; and on the other hand, a following 
crystallization of glass is required for form stability.  
The crystallization velocity of glass determines the active densification phase of the sintering process. 
The real densification begins with the softening point of glass and finishes with the completion of 
glass crystallization. During crystallization, sometimes a slight volume expansion can even be 
observed.  
The maximal amount of inclusion that can be effectively densified depends in the first place strongly 
on the  “smoothness” of the transition of glass from softening to crystallized form. Only a smooth and 
slow transition from soften into total crystallized glass ensures enough time to the form-rigid 
densification of high amounts of inclusion. Therefore, based on the minimal porosity of a virtual pure 
inclusion body, which explicitly can be settled in part by controlling the particle size distribution, the 
amount of porosity filling glass is determined. For the conventional prepared composite this should be 
in a range of almost 40-50 volume percentage, pointing out the limits of passive densification [113].  
This assumes that the desired high permittivity of composite can be obtained by utilization of high-
dielectric glass, as can be gathered from the figure 3.1.  
Reactive densification assigns an active glass during the whole sinter process by reacting on the 
surface of included particles. This is a process that required suppression of complete crystallization to 
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the above-mentioned extent. The minor amorphous glass remains as a binder phase concatenating the 
majority inclusion or in this case ceramic particles together. The auxiliary reaction on the particle 
surface supports the densification process in this manner, that it removes all sort of inter-particular 
deadlockes. 
For a well-defined particle distribution and glass viscosity, a minor glass content of approx. 10 volume 
percentages can accomplish the appropriate densification. In other words, the dielectric properties are 
mainly in this case dominated by the ceramic part, as can be gathered from figure 3.1. And it can be 
done without any high-k glass; rather, a non-crystallizing glass is required. A higher dielectric constant 
can be reached only with clearly much greater ceramic content nearly up to 90 vol.%  
But in either case the amount of inclusion is restricted to ca. 50 vol.% as Dernovsek et al. reported in 
their works [113]. Based on the further concept, they achieved with a 50-50 vol.% glass-ceramic 
mixture of relative high dielectric La2O3-B2O3-TiO2 (LBT) glass and 1:1:4 BaO-Nd2O3-TiO2 MW-
ceramics (BNT4) a dielectric constant εr of 30. 
But with increasing demand for more packaging density, the interest in higher dielectric substrates 
began to arise. It was evident that a higher dielectric constant can be reached only with clearly much 
higher ceramic content, nearly up to 90 vol.% [114].  
The second concept undertaken to reduce the sintering temperature of MW ceramic is a combination 
of chemical processing, decreasing of starting particle sizes and the addition of low melting reactive 
glass as described by Takada et al. [12]. In contrast to the further glass-derived glass-ceramic 
mixtures, in this case the rule of glass changes from the phases vendor to a binder of primary included 
ceramic particles.  
 
 
3.3  Experimental Procedure 
 
3.3.1 Specimen Preparation 
Two classes of glass-ceramic specimens are prepared for details investigation. Independent of the 
applied glass, several doped microwave ceramics are prepared in accordance with the mixed oxide 
method. The ceramic was always based on the 1:1:4 composition of high dielectric ternary BaO-
Re2O3-TiO2 system where the Re (rare earth) varied in La, Nd and Sm combinations. The following 
additional dopings with Bi and Zn were explored for different rare-earth systems. 
All microwave ceramics were prepared according the oxide mixed method by using oxides or 
carbonate starting materials, BaCO3, Nd2O3, La2O3, Sm2O3, Bi2O3, ZnO and TiO2 (Merck, NJ, USA) 
high purity powders. The fundamental ternary microwave ceramic was always prepared as to fit the 
stoichiometry ratio of 1:1:4 in BaO-Re2O3-TiO2. The additional doping was added to the mixed 
powder in mol percentage. The powder mixtures were then ball-milled in deionized water with agate 
balls for 24 h.  
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Another one day, it was proposed to dry the powder mass in an environment chamber. The dried 
powder was then calcined in air with varying temperatures from 1200°C up to 1250°C for 2 h in an 
alumina capsule. Further, the final wet ball milling of calcinated powder was accomplished in an 
isopropanol solution for 24 h to obtain the appropriated powder. 
On the glass side, two different glass classes were prepared for the glass-ceramic composite. The first 
considered glass class, marked as LBTxx (with xx denoting the development index), comprised of 23 
mol% La2O3, 35 mol% B2O3 and 42 mol% TiO2 [115][116]. Another proposed glass with a lower 
melting point was B-Bi-Si-Zn compound, the so-called BBSZ, with the specific composition of B2O3 
27mol%, Bi2O3 35mol%, SiO2 6mol% and ZnO 32mol% starting materials. Both glasses were 
fabricated by BAM in Berlin and placed at the disposal of our team.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2. The sample preparation plan for miscellaneous end-forms. Gray indicates the flow of stand-
alone ceramic preparation, while blue is the counterpart glass preparation. The violet color illustrates 
the glass-ceramic composite manufacturing flow for both disk and tape end-forms. 
 
 
The glasses were first produced by weighting the starting oxides in the suited composition and mixing 
for 2 h in a polyethylene pot milling agate balls. The mixed powders were then melted inductively, 
BBSZ at <1000°C and LBT at ~1300°C in a platinum crucible and finally the melts were quenched in 
cold water to glass frits, which were pulverized in a ball mill process for 12h again and dried and 
screened through different sieves to achieve an average particle size of less than 6 µm.  
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For glass characterizations proposed as standing-alone components, thence pellets with 12 mm 
diameter and height of ~5 mm were uniaxial wet pressed from glass granulates made of mowiol 
solution as the clay.  
The supplied glass powders were also utilized for further glass-ceramic composites. In this manner, 
different glasses (BBSZ or LBT2) were mixed with varying volume ratios of various ceramics 
prepared separately as described above with some additives. Following the passive sintering route the 
glass- ceramic composite of only two differing compositions were considered, the LBT2 glass with the 
BaLa2Ti4O12 and BaNd2Ti4O12 ceramics. In the reactive sintering side only composites on the base of 
doped BaNd2Ti4O12 ceramics were investigated.  
All composites of glass-ceramic with a different volume ratio were mixed and treated with a 
horizontal bead milling machine. The LBT glass-containing passive sintering composite powder was 
attritated for 2 h to get the average particle size D50 = 4 µm, while for more crucial reactive sintering 
powders appropriate grain sizes of D50 = 0,5 µm were obtained after 6 h attritated milling.  
After powder preparation, a composite of pellets and tapes was formed. The pellets were uniaxial wet 
pressed again with a die of 12 mm diameter and height of ~5 mm from glass granulates made of 
mowiol solution. Thereby it is of tremendous importance that particularly in the low glass including 
solutions the amount of applied mowiol clay should be kept as small as possible, to guarantee the 
required low temperature densification. 
Concurrently to the pellets, some LTCC tapes were also manufactured at Heraeus Co. from ZnO 
doped approaches, by making a slurry from the in-house developed polymer binder and the above 
explained glass-ceramic composite powders and casting it into tapes with thickness of ~150 µm. 
Further on, substrates with printed and punched structures were laminated from the tapes and then co-
fired with the same sintering profile of the pellets. 
All composite specimens, both pellets and tapes, were fired in air atmosphere beginning with a slow 
1°C/min heating rate up to 550°C required for bubble free binder burnout. After a 30 min stop, a faster 
heating rate of 3°C/min was set until 900°C and held for 3 h, followed by a fast annealing of 5°C/min. 
Particularly, the BN(Z3)T-BBSZ 90-10 vol.% substrates were sintered at higher upper limits, with 
sintering temperatures of up to 920, 950 and 1000°C to investigate the thermal stability of system by 
the sintering process. 
 
 
3.3.2 Microstructure Analysis 
 
Helium Porosimetry 
The samples densities were measured by helium pycnometry (model Accupyc 1330, Micromitrics, 
Duesseldorf, FRG), which measured the volume of gas (Helium) displaced by a known mass of 
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substance and the so-called skeleton density of probes. Consequently, based on the mercury or bulk 
density of probe (the apparent density of probe with the porosity), the porosity of bulk is afterwards 
calculated. 
So as a by-product, the density of powders and samples is examined with the helium pycnometry 
methodology. 
 
Dilatometry and Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
The shrinkage and sintering behavior of the samples was determined by a dilatometer (model DIL 
402E, Netzsch, Selb, FRG).  The applied dilatometer measured the axial shrinkage of the samples. 
Various pellets with different BaLa2Ti4O12 ceramics and LBT11 glass concentrations were prepared as 
described before, and their shrinkage was analyzed. 
The shrinkage and weight losses behavior of a piece of laminated tapes from 10-90 Vol.% BBSZ-
BN(3Z)T4 compound during firing was also measured by a dilatometry and a thermogravimetric 
analysis TGA (model TGA 7, Perkin-Elmer, USA). 
 
High Temperature X-ray Diffractometry (XRD) 
The crystal phases of 900°C fired substrate from10-90 Vol.% BBSZ-BN(3Z)T4 was detected by X-ray 
Diffractometry XRD (model Diffrac 500 system, Siemens AG, FRG) with a Cu 40 kV, 30 mA 
excitation and no primary filter. This method is convenient for detection of polycrystalline phases by 
registering the Bragg’s x-ray reflections from the specimen at a varying incident angle of 2θ. 
The obtained x-ray spectra are finally compared with datasets from a pattern library to identify the 
phases. 
For phase identification and observation of crystallization kinetics, a high temperature X-ray 
diffraction XRD (model Diffrac 500 system, Siemens AG, FRG) analysis of BBSZ glass powders was 
undertaken.  
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
The microstructures of substrates on a cut-off surface were observed with SEM (model S4100, 
Hitachi,.Tokyo, Japan). In addition to the recorded micrographics of the microstructures, the build-in 
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy EDS was performed to study the point selective elemental 
distributions with a sampling depth of 1-2 microns. 
In order to prove the temperature reliability of 10-90 Vol.% BBSZ-BN(3Z)T4 glass-ceramic 
composite, the laminated substrates were sintered with varying firing temperatures of 900, 920, 950 
and 1000 °C and ground and polished in the cut-surface for taking micrographics from the 
microstructure. Further, an EDS Spectra on the interesting point was recorded. 
For analysis of the glass arrangement in the 10-90 Vol.% BBSZ-BN(3Z)T4 composite, some pieces of 
the substrate fired at 900°C were etched in an HF aqueous solution for three days. These pieces could 
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not be polished any more, in order to avoid microcracking. Their etch surfaces were observed with 
SEM and analyzed with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy EDS without additional treatment. As 
a comparison example, a crack piece of a BBSZ-BN(3Z)T4 pellet sintered at 1350°C was also 
observed by SEM and analyzed with EDS. 
The metallization behavior and diffusion in the 10-90 Vol.% BBSZ-BN(3Z)T4 substrate was analysed 
by taking some micrographics from a polished cut through a via leading through substrate and 
integrated striplines.  
 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
The crystal sizes and morphology of a piece of substrate fired at 900°C of laminated 10-90 Vol.% 
BBSZ-BN(3Z)T4 glass-ceramic tapes were investigated with Energy Filtered Transmission Electron 
Microscopy EFTEM (Philips CM200, FEI Co., Eindhoven, Netherlands) at an accelerating voltage of 
200 kV using high brightness, single crystal Lanthanum Hexaboride (LaB6) filaments with great 
emissivity for the electron source. The high operation accelerating voltage accomplished the 
appropriate precise point-to-point spatial resolution of nearly 0.19 nm comparable to a magnification 
power of 60 to1,600,000X since the stronger the electrical potential, the faster the electron will move, 
and as per the de Broglie relationship the shorter the wavelength, therefore the better resolution will 
be. 
In addition to the standard negative film recording, a multi-scan Gatan CCD camera for digital image 
recording with 1024x1024 pixel resolution was utilized to record the images, which could be further 
analyzed by the Gatan Digital Micrograph. 
The specimen images are captured in both bright-field and dark-field form, depending on the choice of 
electron beams. Due to the electron-specimen scattering effects, some electrons are shot off at an angle 
to the rest of electron beam by the specimen, making more choices to image available.  
A blocking out of the diffraction pattern and allowing only the transmitted (not scattered) beam yields 
almost a bright image called a brightfield image. In contrast to the brightfield, a darkfield image is 
obtained by blocking the transmitted beam and passing one of the diffracted beams by means of an 
adjustable aperture. 
Additionally, the elementary constituents of phases were detected with Energy Dispersive X-ray 
Spectroscopy EDS using the build-in field emission gun FEG in the TEM, based on the fact that 
electrons lose energy in the form of X-ray photons by elastic scattering when traveling through the 
specimen. There are two kinds of X-ray emissions by an elastic scattering of inner shell electrons with 
the electron beams, the Characteristic X-ray emission, where the energy is given off directly freely as 
a single X-ray photon, and the Auger electron emission, where the energy is given off partly by one of 
the outer electrons leaving and carrying a characteristic kinetic energy and partly by emission of the 
excess energy in the form of a much lower energy photon in the light spectrum [117]. 
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In EDS Spectroscopy, the characteristic X-ray emissions are considered by a detector consisting of a 
single crystal of lithium-doped silicon up to 30 mm2 in size and 3mm thick, held at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures. Absorption of the individual X-rays, in the detector, leads finally to the generation of a 
photoelectron, which gives up most of its energy to the formation of electron-hole pairs. These are 
swept away by the applied bias (on gold contact layers either side of the detector) to form a charge 
pulse that after pre-amplifying and convertion into a voltage pulse can be displayed on a histogram of 
intensity against energy. Using the advantages of inline energy filtering, a quantitative two 
dimensional elemental distribution map was performed by the two- and three-window-method. A 
selection of electrons with certain loss energy is obtained by two- or tree-window-method in 
consequent division (jump-ratio method) or subtraction (difference method) of one or two absorption 
pre-edge images from the elastic brightfield or ‘zero-loss’ image, including the information about the 
elemental concentration. 
A quantitative thickness measurement was acquired by generating a t/λ map, which contains thickness 
information over the fields of view as a fraction of the inelastic mean free path. A precise investigation 
required a thickness of t/λ < 0.5, ideally about half of this. 
 
For creating an electron transparent area from the TEM specimen, a step-by-step thinning process was 
accomplished. After polishing down to a thickness of ~50 micron, the specimen was mechanically 
dimpled with a grinding wheel in the center down to a few microns to remain a rugged outer rim. As 
the final specimen-thinning step to warrant the desired optimal electron transparency area, ion milling 
was followed to remove relatively small amounts of remainder material, minimizing uneven thinning 
and surface irregularities. 
 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 
In order to identify the glass elemental composition during sinter temperature, about 50 g BBSZ glass 
powder was put in a tilde made from platinum foil and sintered to 900°C with a 3°C/min heating rate 
and hold for 3 h. 
The precise elemental concentration analysis of the fired glass and BBSZ glass powder was examined 
with inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy ICP-OES (model IRIS Advantage, 
Thermo Elemental Co., Franklin, USA). ICP-OES is used for qualitative and quantitative 
determination of metals and certain non-metals in solution, the so-called “wet” sampling method.  
The liquid sample is nebulised into an argon plasma torch where the temperature is sufficiently high, 
near 10,000oK, to break chemical bonds, liberate present elements and transform them into a gaseous 
atomic state. Those atoms in the plasma emit light (photons) with characteristic wavelengths for each 
element, so that the frequency of this radiation is used for identification purposes. The intensity of the 
radiation is proportional to the concentration of that element within the solution and so can be used for 
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quantitative purposes as well. By calibrating against standards, the ICP-OES technique provides a 
quantitative analysis of the original sample. 
The samples are appropriately prepared by first dissolving them using various concentrated acids. The 
sample solution was then diluted in water before being fed into the plasma. 
 
The calibration was performed by running known solution standards containing the elements of 
interest (B, Bi, Zn and Si) in concentrations bracketing the expected concentrations of the sample. By 
running several standards of different concentrations, calibration "curves" were generated, 
equilibrating instrument response with known concentration. The unknown data was then plotted on 
these curves and the amount of each element of interest was calculated. 
 
 
3.3.3 Dielectric Properties Measurement 
 
The dielectric properties at microwave frequencies were measured by the resonant cavity method in 
the TE01δ mode with a network analyzer (HP8510b, Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, USA). The cavity was 
made from silver and had three times the diameter of the samples, to reduce the influence of 
conducting losses on the metallic mantle and ensure a weak coupling to the resonator. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3. The facilitated SPDR module to characterize tapes and dielectric substrates from 2 to 
4 GHz. 
 
 
The samples were placed in the center of the cavity on a support with very low permittivity. The 
support was made of porous Teflon with a permittivity lower than two and a very high Q value. This 
eliminated the influence of the supports on the measurements and ensured a metallic contact free 
probe adjustment. The appropriate TE01δ mode was detected by open cavity top, which consequently 
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suppresses the penetration of almost all other modes. After marking the modes, the cavity was 
enclosed again to clarify the signal (mode) resolution. During this step, a slight shifting of modes in 
the left direction has to be observed.  
Finally, the measured transmissions factor S21 signal was proposed to automatically calculate the 
permittivity and unloaded Q factor of the probes through programmed algorithms in HP VEE 
software. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. The coplanar wafer probe measurement apparatus for HF characterization of modules. 
 
 
The temperature coefficient of resonant frequency (TCf) was measured by a temperature chamber 
(model Voetsch VM 06/300, Heraeus, FRG) at temperature ranging from –30°C up to +80°C 
normalized at room temperature (+25°C). 
This measurement was also fully automated by a program written in HP VEE. The hold time on every 
step was depicted through several tests in observing the dynamic of resonant frequency shifting. A 
holding time of 1 hour before reading the data seemed to be convenient enough for the considered test 
apparatus. 
The characterization of bulk substrate was performed with a self-manufactured split-post dielectric 
resonator- (SPDR). The SPDR as shown in figure 3.3 was built from a copper metal cavity. The DRs 
were self-manufactured from well-suited (Zr,Sn)TiO3 (ZTS) disks and were mounted on a Teflon 
screw to vary the distance of the dielectric resonators to the substrates. 
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Fig. 3.5. The second test layout designed by Agilent ADS with the following structures: a) ring 
resonators realized as microstrip or stripline, b) the plate metal-insulator-metal MIM capacitors; c) 
microstrip line resonators; d) stripline λ/2 resonators; e) Low frequency planar paste structure; f) open-
ended stripline resonator; g) coupled stripline structures. 
 
 
One SMA female connector with a shortened loop was tagged on each cavity piece to couple with the 
DRs. The Transmission factor of SPDR in the frequency range from 1 to 5 GHz was measured by the 
HP network analyser 8510B. For calibration, various conventional Heraeus HT-700 substrates with 
varying thickness from 500 µm to 1200 µm and alumina Al2O3 substrates with 96% purity were 
utilized. For dielectrics of higher permittivity the calibrations were accomplished by ordering 
commercial K47 (εr=47) and K30 (εr=30) substrates from EDO Ceramics Corp. of varying 
thicknesses. 
Further on, modified SPDRs with tight DRs with copper cavity mantle were prepared for different 
frequencies. ZTS disks were chosen as post dielectric resonators. The air gap between the DR loaded 
cavities amounts up to 2 mm. The weak coupling to the DRs was carefully adjusted to improve the 
total net quality Q of SPDR and the sensitivity of the device respectively. 
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The ultimate dielectric properties of substrates were characterized by means of test structures 
integrated into the board. Both gold and silver pastes were applied to metallize the tapes. 
Miscellaneous structures were considered in different design technologies.  
 
 
Fig. 3.6. The third more symmetric test layout designed by Agilent ADS with: a) large signal high-K 
paste MIM capacitors; b) ring resonators realized as quasi (buried) striplines for varying frequencies, 
c) plate metal-insulator-metal MIM capacitors with assemble SMD inductors for LC-resonators; d) 
microstrip line resonators; e) stripline λ/2 resonators; f) MIM plate capacitors for low frequency 
characterizations. 
 
 
The very first test structure was manufactured from 4 tapes of 35 vol.% BaLa2Ti4O12 and 65 vol.% 
LBT glass integrated into two upper and two lower conventional Hereaus CT700 tapes. Later, the 
same test layout was fabricated again, this time completely from tapes of 35 vol.% BaLa2Ti4O12 and 
65 vol.% LBT glass. The first layout contained only coupled stripline resonators, all with the same 
size. 
An advanced test layout followed the first attempt, to extend the considered test structure types and 
sorts. This layout was made with 12 layers of 90 vol.%BN(1Z)T4-10vol.% BBSZ glass-ceramic 
composite. The layout contained ring and microstripline resonators, in addition to stripline resonators. 
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The size and the coupling gap of the line resonators were varied to obtain the optimal characteristic 
resonance. Also, some low-frequency components like Metal-Insulator-Metal MIM capacitors were 
included. On this module the first attempt at zero-shrinkage sintering was dared with two additional 
upper and lower sacrificial alumina tapes, which prevents lateral x-y shrinkage. After sintering, the 
alumina tapes were brushed down from the module surface. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.7. The fourth coplanar test layout designed by Agilent ADS containing: a) calibration kids; b) 
low-pass shunt coplanar filter structures; c) coplanar ring resonators; d) large signal high-K paste MIM 
capacitors; e) coplanar half-wave line resonators; f) microstrip half-wave resonators; g) stripline half-
wave resonators; h) coplanar-slotline-coplanar transition structure; j) quasi (buried) striplines ring 
resonator; i) low frequency plate metal-insulator-metal MIM capacitors (suited for capacitor paste 
too); k) rate-trace structure; l) butterfly band-pass filter; m) low frequency MIM plate capacitor; n) 
shrinkage markers o evaluate the localized lateral shrinkage. 
 
 
In order to benefit the structure symmetry and work more with the ring resonators, which turned out to 
be the best convenient structure, another enhanced microstrip layout was redesigned and fabricated in 
free sintering technology with tapes of the most recently developed 90 vol.%BN(3Z)T4-10vol.% 
BBSZ glass-ceramic composite. 
Nevertheless, the procurement of wafer probe measurement occasioned to design a coplanar stripline 
structures to enjoy the accurate calibration feasibilities of probes. Due to the planar nature of structures 
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fewer tapes, exactly 8 layers were required for this layout. On this layout, additional complex 
structures like butterfly band-pass filter or shunt low pass filters were included. Additional attention 
was accomplished for testing potential capacitor pastes at lower frequencies and in combination to 
auxiliary external SMD assemblies even at higher frequencies. 
 
 
3.4 Results 
 
The analysis of the dynamic behavior of glasses during the firing process is of essential importance for 
understanding the responsible densification mechanism. At those low firing temperatures, the 
microwave ceramic inclusions should be passive and without any chemical reaction affections. 
Nevertheless, the densification mechanisms can be influenced greatly, and in some cases even 
controlled by the included impurity particles. Especially, the reaction and phase transition on the 
particle surface between glass and ceramics dominates the densification process. 
In the first part of this section, first the results of the passive sintering route with the LBT glass will be 
presented. A better-adjusted approach according to dielectric properties, particularly the TCf, with 
BBSZ glass and BNZ4 will be consequently introduced. Finally, the more complicated ceramic-rich 
approach based on the reactive sintering with BBSZ glass will be considered in more detail. First, the 
analytical analysis part followed with the results of especial dielectric characterization on the 
substrates, i.e. test structures and the SPDR method. 
 
 
3.4.1 Analytical Characterization 
 
3.4.1.1  Passive Glass-rich Approaches with LBT Glass 
 
Beginning with the passive sintering approach, the high temperature XRD analysis of the 35 vol.% 
BaNd2Ti4O12 (BNT4) with 65 vol.% LBT glass is plotted in figure 3.8. The temperature was varied 
from room temperature up to 900 °C and annealed again to room temperature.  
As can be gathered from the temperature patterns, the BNT4 phase is the sole phase - detectable phase 
until approx 700 °C - marked with black patterns. In the region 700 °C up to 775 °C – illustrated in 
violet color- an additional phase can be observed, which is identified as lanthanum borate LaBO3-LT. 
The temperature 800 °C remarks a region where the LaBO3-LT phase (low temperature) passed on to 
adequate high temperature phase LaBO3-HT. From 820 °C to 900 °C the Low temperature lanthanum 
borate phase disappears completely in the high temperature form. Also, an additional TiO2 phase 
begins to arise in the pattern (marked in red).  
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Fig. 3.8. The HT-XRD plots of 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12-65 vol.% LBT composite solution, illustrating 
the dynamic phase transitions. The detected phases at the different temperatures are recorded. The 
final solutions after annealing to room temperature (25°C) is plotted in comparison to staring phase 
solutions.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.9. The densification rate and its derivative vs. temperature of 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12-65 vol.% 
LBT composite solution in blue compared to the 90 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12-10 vol.% LBT composite in 
red color. 
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The essential point of all these dynamic phase developments, encountered in a temperature range of 
725-825°C, is that the phases picture is kept unchanged after annealing to the room temperature at 
900°C. In other words, the final fired composite contains new phases, mostly from the LBT glass. 
The densification data of the dilatometry analysis plotted in figure 3.9 shows for passive sintering with 
LBT glass a theoretical densification of 98% achieved at less than 750°C with an extremely high 
densification rate of approx. 30% per minute. So the active densification window is pretty small 720-
750°C compared to the reactive sintering, which is wide over about 750-1000°C. Although the LBT-
rich glass-ceramic composite possesses a short active densification interval, but because of high 
densification rate, complete densification can be achieved. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.10. Viscosity measurement of LBT and BBSZ glasses vs. temperatures; BBSZ glass exhibits a 
lower softening temperature Tsoft =440 than the counterpart LBT glass with Tsoft =725°C. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 exhibits the viscosity characterisation of both glasses, LBT and BBSZ. The viscosity of 
BBSZ glass is measured to 700°C, while the LBT glass is measured for higher temperatures to 
1000°C. As can be gathered from the curves, the softening temperature of LBT glass is much higher 
than BBSZ, about 725°C. The low softening BBSZ glass figures in fact a lower Tsoft of 440°C.  
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Fig. 3.11  SEM micrograph of two samples of 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12-65 vol.% LBT composite 
solution. (a) short after densification 725°C of LBT-rich glass-ceramic solution and (b) after total 
crystallisation of glass at 825°C.  
 
 
The SEM micrographs of the two crucial states of the passive sintering approach with LBT glass are 
given in figure 3.11. Figure 3.11-a illustrates a picture of the densified composite at a temperature of 
around 725°C, where the softening temperature of LBT glass lies. This image marked the start of 
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densification progress. The ceramic counterparts are visible as white (bright) chunks while the glass is 
the gray host in the background. The black spots display the still contained pores.  
The image 3.11-b is captured at 825°C after the densification is completed. Remarkably, much less 
ceramic chunks -now in gray colors- can be observed, both in amount and size of chunks. Still some 
pores, black spots, are included in the image. But the most noteworthy fact is the almost total 
crystallization of host LBT glass in a multiphase structure. 
 
 
Table 3.1.   Dielectric properties of of 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12- 65 vol.%  
LBT composite fired at varying temperatures 
 
Composite firing 
Temperature (°C)
er
Q.f 
(GHz)
TCf 
(ppm/°C)
f  (GHz)
800 34,3 539,85 -163,4 6,1
840 31,8 566,5 -69,9 5,5
860 30,3 817 21,7 6,1
900 27,8 7440 143 5,9  
 
 
Finally, the table 3.1 records the measured dielectric properties, permittivity, Q-factor and temperature 
coefficient of frequency of pellets with a 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12- 65 vol.% LBT compositions for 
differing sinter temperatures. The temperature is varied from 800 °C to 900 °C, to find the optimal 
sintering temperature. As can be gathered from the table, the listed TCf value rises monotonly from a 
negative value –163 through the zero level to positive sign 143 ppm/°C at 900 °C. Simultaneously, the 
Q·f increases exponentially from 540 to 7440 GHz. 
 
 
3.4.2 Reactive Ceramic-rich Approaches with BBSZ Glass 
 
The high temperature XRD investigation of BBSZ glass powder determined dynamic crystallization 
behavior, as shown in figure 3.12. Beginning from an amorphous phase without any detectable 
reflection in the x-ray patterns, the BBSZ glass commenced crystallization in a multiphase composite 
at a temperature of 480 °C. 
Figure 3.13 shows extensively the detected phases at 500°C. Not all of them could be obtained 
reliably. The basic crystallized phases comprised of BiBO3, Zn(BO2)2 and starting raw materials of 
BBSZ glass. This effect could also be observed optically by the way the sample color changes from 
white to dark metallic silver (see figure 3.14). Continuing the firing into higher temperature region 
between 600 to 700 °C, the reflection disappeared again and it seemed to become amorphous once 
more. Annealing to room temperature did not change the original amorphous state of glass.  
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Fig. 3.12.  High temperature XRD analysis of BBSZ glass powder. 
 
 
This assumption was substantiated by sintering glass powder in a platinum tilde up to 900°C and 
annealing to room temperature, which yielded a yellow transparent and amorphous bulk from the same 
color as the frit BBSZ glass. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.13.. X-ray diffractometry plot of BBSZ glass powder at 500°C with the detected phases. 
 
 
In order to study the glass elemental status and losses during firing, the elemental density of the fired 
glass probe was verified and compared with that of BBSZ glass powder by ICP-OES. The atomic 
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concentrations of basic elements in the heat-treated glass and the starting BBSZ glass powder are 
listed in table 3.2.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.14. Picture of net BBSZ glass pellets after certain heat-treatings. (a) glass fritt, (b) glass grinded 
powder, (c) 435°C heat-treated, (d) 450°C fired, (e) 464°C heat-treaded BBSZ glass and finally (f) 
900°C fired glass probe. 
 
 
As predicted, there is no certifiable significant distinction between elemental concentration of heat-
treated and milled frit powder glasses. This confirmed that the heat-treated glass is subtly similar to 
primary facilitated glass, as used for preparing the glass-ceramic composites. On the other hand, the 
deduced molar concentration of the glass elements as the corresponding oxide compounds remarkably 
differs strongly from the introduced BBSZ glass composition.  
 
 
Table 3.2.   Elemental concentration and dielectric properties of BBSZ glass after  
different treatments 
 
         
BBSZ glass B2O3 (mol%) 
Bi2O3 
(mol%) 
SiO2 
(mol%)
ZnO 
(mol%) εr 
Q.f 
(GHz)
TCf 
(ppm/°C) 
fr 
(GHz) 
Starting 
composition 27 35 6 32 -- -- -- -- 
Frit chunk -- -- -- -- 20,5 706 -152,7 6,3 
Milled frit 
(powder) 33,0 42,2 4,6 15,4 -- -- -- -- 
900°C heat-
treated 33,3 41,9 4,6 15,2 13,7 690 -175 5,5 
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This can be because of some material losses in the glass manufacturing process and systematic errors 
by calculation of concentrations in the ICP-OES analysis due to contained impurities which were not 
considered. 
The dielectric properties of the glass samples were also measured with the cavity resonator method 
and are included in table 3.2, except for the powder form, where it was not able to shape the required 
pellet for measurement. The measurement presents a noticeable difference between the dielectric 
properties of frit and heat-treated BBSZ pressed glass sample, especially in the case of the dielectric 
constant εr, which decreases from 20,5 to 13,7. 
 
Table 3.3.   Dielectric properties of BNT4 with various dope additives 
 
 
 
The negative TCf of glass merely allowed usage of high dielectric MW ceramics with a moderate 
positive TCf. Hence, samples of raw BaNd2Ti4O12 MW-ceramic doped with a different amount of ZnO 
and Bi2O3 were considered and calcined at two different temperatures 1200 °C and 1250°C. The 
measured dielectric properties of the samples are listed in the table 3.3. 
 
 
Table 3.4.   Dielectric properties of different glass-ceramic composites 
sintered at 900 °C 
 
Material Sinter/Calcine T. (°C) εr Q.f (GHz) TCf (ppm/°C) f  (GHz)
BaNd2Ti4O12 1420/1200 68 2100 85,4 4,2
BaNd2Ti4O12 1420/1250 80 6125 92 3,5
BNT4+1% ZnO 1420/1200 66 5273 81 3,9
BNT4+1% ZnO 1420/1250 65 7220 75 4,3
BNT4+3% ZnO 1420/1200 59 4199 67,6 4,5
BNT4+3% ZnO 1420/1250 55 5908 57,3 4,1
BNT4+1%Bi2O3 1420/1200 71 1033 25,4 3,9
BNT4+1%Bi2O3 1420/1250 68 4777 31,4 3,9
Composite Ceramic εr Q.f TCf f  r Porosity 
(BBSZ glass + ceramic) (Vol%) (GHz) (ppm/°C) (GHz) (%)
BNT4 92,5 42 2820 25,2 4,6 30,00
BNT4 90 50 2363 25,5 4,4 22,77
BNT4 87,5 55 1810 24,3 4,3 16,71
BNT4 +1wt% ZnO 92,5 47 2750 4,99 4,5 21,00
BNT4 + 1wt% ZnO 90 55 1820 7,1 4,3 13,17
BNT4 + 1wt% ZnO 87,5 57 1455 10 4,2 6,47
BNT4 + 3wt% ZnO 92,5  Not Sintered
BNT4 + 3wt% ZnO 90 59 2163 4,3 4,2 2,44
BNT4 + 3wt% ZnO 87,5 58 1738 6,4 4,2 2,14
BNT4 +1wt% Bi2O3 92,5 57 2290 12,7 4,2 14,84
BNT4 +1wt% Bi2O3 90 60 1680 13,8 4,0 9,51
BNT4 +1wt% Bi2O3 87,5 64 1193 10,3 4,1 4,77
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Table 3.4 shows the dielectric characterization results of all different variations of glass-ceramic 
content, varying from 87,5% to 92,5% volume fraction ceramics with different dope additives. All 
composite samples are made with ceramics calcined at 1250 °C and fired at 900°C. 
The BNT4 ceramics doped with 3 wt.% ZnO were the only ones, which achieved the theoretical 
density of more than 97%. Moreover, the convenient dielectric properties of composite with 90 vol.% 
ceramics encouraged further investigation by casting it into LTCC tapes and studying its shrinkage 
behavior as substrates. 
The dilatometry and TGA results of prepared tape samples are shown in figure 3.15. The shrinkage 
curve begins with a small but significant knoll at 450 °C up to 600 °C. A proper 18.1% shrinkage is 
obtained after a 3 h holding time at 900 °C. Most of it occurred during the sintering step of 820 °C to 
900 °C. Nevertheless, the hold time at 900 °C pursues the shrinkage process and as can be deduced 
from the slope of shrinkage curve, the shrinkage is not complete even after three hours. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.15   Sintering profile and associated (α) shrinkage and (m) TGA  plots of 3 wt% ZnO doped 
BNT4-BBSZ tape. 
 
 
The TGA plot illustrates the mass loss to about 9.8% after at least 1.5 hours. This concerns the burning 
of polymer binders included in the LTCC tapes. Complete burning occurs at a temperature of 500 °C, 
as can be noted from figure 3.15. After the binder burning, at higher firing temperatures no other mass 
losses can be observed.  
The SEM investigation of sintered substrates from 90 vol.% BN(3Z)T4+ 10 vol.% BBSZ tapes at 
varying temperatures is shown in figure 3.16. The observations of sintering temperatures are 
accomplished at 900°C, 920°C 950°C and 1000°C. 
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Fig. 3.16   SEM Micrographs of dynamic development of inhomogeneous microstructure from 90 vol, 
% BN(3Z)T4+ 10 vol.% BBSZ substrates sintered at (a) 900°C, (b) 920°C, (c) 950°C and (d) 1000°C.  
 
 
Obviously, there is a multiphase structure marked by some color contrast consisting of a homogeneous 
host substance and distributed darker spots that are smaller than 2µm. The size and distribution 
concentration of dark spots almost equals the porosity of substrates fired at 900°C. The size and 
distribution of dark spots are changed dramatically by incrementing the fire temperature about 20 °C, 
to 920 °C. 
The dark spots seem to be grown to a length of almost 8 µm. Even the pores have grown compared to 
the image of substrate at 900°C. Nevertheless, total porosity is reduced. This behavior is pursued by 
increasing the firing temperature above 950 °C up to 1000 °C. The dark spots begin to disappear after 
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the concentration at 920 °C, too. Particularly, the concentration distribution of spots decreases from 
950 °C to 1000 °C, resulting in a much more homogeneous microstructure picture of the substrate. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.17.   SEM Micrograph of microstructure from 90 vol, % BN(3Z)T4+ 10 vol.% BBSZ substrates 
sintered at 900°C on the top, followed by EDS results on the marked two points. The main loss energy 
levels of its atoms are included with dot lines. The amplitudes and intensity of detected phases are of 
arbitrary unit and cannot be compared between the two EDS analysis results. 
 
 
A detail phase detection of the dark spots was accomplished by EDS spectroscopy embedded in the 
SEM. Two locations were marked on the substrate fired at 900 °C, on the dark spot indexed with 2 and 
outside the spot index with 1. The EDS results are added to figure 3.17, from a loss energy range of 0 
to 11 KeV. An automatic searching program performs the elementary detection by fitting diverse 
atomic band responses on the electron beams. On the plots, only the significant main band reflections 
are painted. 
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The electron energy loss of the homogeneous host constituent illustrated a concentration of Oxygen, 
Barium, Titanium and Neodymium atoms in this region. This compares to the original raw atomic 
composition apart from the Zinc concentration. In contrast to that, point 2 on the dark spot showed 
some concentration of failing Zinc with Titanium, Barium and Oxygen atoms. On the other hand, the 
Neodymium atom is definitively absence on the dark spot.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.18. Scanning electron micrographs of not polished 3wt% ZnO doped BNT4-BBSZ pellets; 
(a) unetched samples; (b) etched samples. 
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The last containing atom in the glass-ceramic composition, the Silicon, was not detectible due to its 
atomic low concentration. On both EDS investigations, a remainder of Carbon could be detected at a 
very low energy level < 0.5 KeV that was not explicitly marked on the plotted EDS. 
The microstructure results of etched and non-etched composite from SEM analysis are compared in 
figure 3.18. The non-polished samples of cracked pellets of 90 vol.% BN(3Z)T4+10 vol.% BBSZ 
composition were utilised for further investigation. The strongly magnified pictures of the non-etched, 
3.18a and etched 3.18b are illustrated, with additional short cuts at the right corners of every picture, 
magnified by a factor of four.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.19.   SEM Micrograph of microstructure of some substrate pieces with 90 vol, % BN(3Z)T4+ 
10 vol.% BBSZ composition sintered at 900°C on the top, followed by EDS results on the marked two 
points. The main loss energy levels of detected atoms are included with dot lines. The amplitudes and 
intensity of detected phases are of arbitrary unit and cannot be compared between the two EDS 
analysis results. 
 
 
The micrograph 3.18a exhibits a grain structure up to 500nm covered with a greasing transparent glass 
like amorphous phase. Especially the grain boundaries are clearly defined, as can be seen by the 
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additional magnified short-cut micrograph. A look at the micrograph of etched structures in 3.18b first 
reveals the proper microstructure and morphology of the ceramic particles. After etching the glass 
phase from the particle surfaces, the real ceramic grains come out and the prior grains appear as 
accumulates of many smaller ceramics grains of ~50nm diameter. While the grain size distribution in 
the unetched micrographs 3.18a seems to be too coarse compared to the raw composite powder grain 
size limit D50 of 500nm, but the etched structure shows almost uniform distributed grains of lucidly 
too fine size (less than 100 nm). 
The following EDS analysis clarified some compositional questions on the etched and un-etched 
micrographs of samples in figure 3.19. The focused electron beam on the marked point on an un-
etched accumulated grain in micrograph 1 detects Oxygen, Barium, Bismuth, Titanium, Neodymium 
and some Zinc atomic concentration, in agreement with the atomic composition of the composite. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.20   TEM bright-field images of 3wt% ZnO doped BNT4-BBSZ tape sintered at 900°C, (a)-(b) 
the overview images of grains, (c) detected amorphous area by electron diffraction at the marked 
contamination spot of small electron beam, (d) image of the grain-boundaries and the transition phase. 
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But the EDS plot of the etched structure, performed on a single grain, shows a different number of 
atomic concentrations. First, a Flur (F) remainder was detected from the acting acid solution. 
Additionally, some Barium, Bismuth and Neodymium atomic concentrations were observed. In 
comparison to the un-etched structure, the Titanium was reduced notably. Further, the Oxygen and 
Zinc concentrations were missing in EDS analysis of the etched probes.   
A more accurate view of the grain size distribution was obtained by TEM analysis. Figures 3.20-a and 
3.20-b illustrate bright field overview pictures of composite microstructure, while figures 3.20-c and 
3.20-d indicate particularly the transient phase on grain boundaries.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.21. TEM bright-field images of 3wt% ZnO doped BNT4-BBSZ tape sintered at 900°C for 
thickness estimate propose, (a) the overview images of grains, (b) after filtering manipulated image for 
the thickness measurement along marked line AB, (c) t-over-lambda diagram along the line AB. 
 
 
As can be gathered from image (a) the composite possesses even after firing a disperse grain size 
distribution of nearly equal the original D50 of 500µm. The indexed particles with uppercase letters 
illustrated such single-phase large grains. 
A finer magnification is given in image (b), which clarifies the inner constellation of particles in the 
composite, different grains of varying shapes and size pressed in a dense substance with percolating 
particles. A darkfield image of the microstructure in (c) illustrates the boundaries between particles; 
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and the additional electron diffraction on the vacancies between them denotes the existence of an 
amorphous area. Also, according to this, the microstructure of the composite consists of very dense 
localized particles of grain size between 500-100 µm densified ultimately with an amorphous phase. 
An extremely magnified short cut of grain boundaries is shown in image (d). Particularly the atomic 
crystal structures of the bottom grain can be seen, which underpin the predicted single-phase structure 
of the grains. It looks like the amorphous phase does not fill only the large vacancies; rather it is even 
between two supposed contacting grains. 
In order to quantitatively analyze the atomic composition of the solids by TEM, the thickness of the 
prepared specimen should be controlled and verified. The basic reason is to avoid the distorting grain 
overlapping during the atomic concentration measurements. This is performed by a standard method 
called the t-lambda map that uses the energy filtering mechanism. After certain manipulations on the 
brightfield and darkfield images along a line, the relation between the sample thickness and 
observation wavelength can be obtained according to the intensity of the signal on the line. A t-lambda 
map < 0,5 is required for atomic quantitative analysis, mostly even smaller than 0,2.  
 
The image (a) in figure 3.21 shows the vacancy considered for further atomic analysis. Thus, an 
adequate t-lambda measurement is made along the line AB on image (b), to estimate the thickness and 
the relevance of the vacancies for the following analysis. The resulting t/λ map is illustrated in image 
3.21-C, whereby the ratio value is always under the 0,5 limits. So this region can be used for precise 
measurements without objection. 
The images of the analytical two-dimensional elemental distribution map of Titanium, Neodymium, 
Barium, Bismuth and Oxygen are shown in figure 3.22 a-f. The three-window method was utilized for 
the proposed analysis with the aid of the inline energy filtering possibilities. In image (a), the 
concentration of Titan is illustrated by the intensity of white, i.e. dark regions are Ti-free while white 
regions are Ti-rich. 
The image (e) of elemental distribution of Barium shows most significantly its absence on the bright 
white spots in lines along the grain boundaries and inside the vacancies of particles. This indicates that 
Barium is concentrated only inside the grains and is missing in the amorphous phase. Moreover, the 
Neodymium image 3.22-c shows basically the same behavior as Barium. Solely oxygen (3.22-b) 
exhibits a uniform elemental distribution through the particle but also an extremely concentration in 
the areas occupied by the amorphous phase. This fact assumes a high concentration of oxygen 
remainder in the amorphous phase.  
On the other hand, the elemental distribution image of Bismuth 3.22-f indicates a gearing over the 
whole region without any significant concentration preference; hence, no grain boundaries can be 
indicated by this image. 
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Fig. 3.22. A two-dimensional elemental distribution map of the area scanned before with t/λ map 
obtained by the tree-window-method of energy filtering TEM investigation. (a) Ti- concentration; (b) 
O concentration; (c) Nd concentration; (d)-(e) Ba concentration on different energy levels and (f) the 
Bi elemental concentration. 
 
 
A more accurate elemental analysis is obtained by the inline energy disperse X-ray spectroscopy EDS 
integrated in the TEM. The image 3.23 exhibits the considered region for the following propose, 
which is a section of the previous t-λ map investigated area. The recognized particles are enumerated 
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as 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7. The filled vacancies between them are labeled as 3 and 5. Particularly the geared 
vacancy of almost the same size of particles is also labeled as 8. 
The energy disperse X-ray spectroscopy EDS analysis patterns of 8 marked locations on the figure 
3.23 are drawn in figure 3.24, while different atomic energy levels are plotted on the pattern to 
simplify detection of each atom. For instance, the L-level energy loss of the Bismuth atom appearing 
as higher loss energy between 10-12 KeV is convenient for further detections. The K-level reflection 
of Zn atoms in addition to the L-level is also very useful for accurate detection of Zn-concentrations, 
since the L-level intersects with the energy levels of other atoms, e.g. Nd-M and Ba-M.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.23. Enumerated locations of EDS measurements with a 1nm electron beam diameter on 
the BNT4+3%ZnO-BBSZ tape. 
 
 
The Nd atom can be easily identified in the considered specimen because of its characteristic 
significant triple L-Band dispersion responses around 6 KeV. The same is also feasible for Ti 
detection, based on the Ka and Kb energy level responses. 
Ba detection is wearisome, as Ba-M energy level is in close vicinity to two other responses Nd–M and 
Zn-L level, which makes precise detection of Ba difficult. The oxygen again can be specified by its 
characteristic K level response, which occurs in a very low loss energy level around 0,5 KeV. The 
carbon K-level response possesses an even lower loss energy at 0,2 KeV. 
Nevertheless, the EDS patterns of enumerated particles exhibit slightly different atomic 
concentrations. While the particles, labeled as 1 and 4, contain all originally estimated elements, Nd, 
Zn, Ba, Ti and O from the ceramic parts, the particles 2 and 7 possess additionally bismuth.  
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Fig. 3.24.  EDS Spectra of 8 enumerated locations on the sample plotted in figure 3.23. The loss 
energy covered a range of up to 16 KeV. Multiple elemental responses to detection and signal fitting 
are utilized and labeled in the spectra plots. While the plots 1,2,4,6 and 7 denote the particles with 
clear response signals, the locations 3, 5 and 8 marked the vacancies between particles and exhibited a 
week response, which should be associated with a primarily amorphous phase.  
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The vacancies filling phase located in 3 and 5 exhibit a more than less weak response signal for Ba, 
Nd, Ti, O and Zn. Finally, the larger inter-particle gap filled with the amorphous contingent shows a 
very weak energy loss, but still detectable Nd, O and Zn elements. 
An essential determination is that a detectable amount of Zn element seems to be present throughout 
all locations. The detected carbon on all EDS patterns is not of importance, because it stems from the 
carbon spraying of the TEM samples, done to enable current conductivity. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.25.  SEM microimages from (a) silver via feeding through 8 BN(3Z)T-BBSZ layers with 
diameter D=150 µm, (b) appropriate catch-pads D=300µm from the test layout III, the buried ring 
resonator structure. 
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3.4.1.3    Metal-High-K Interfaces 
The compatibility of silver metallization with 90vol.% BN(3Z)T-10vol.% BBSZ glass-ceramic 
composite was investigated. The SEM images in figure 3.25 show the grinding cuts of a ring resonator 
with its via feeding through 8 layers. The 150µm vias are connected over 300µm catch-pads on each 
layer, as can be seen from 3.25-b. 
The connection flow of silver vias and catch-pads is fluid and visible clearly separable from the tapes 
(see 3.25-b). No delamination can be sighted between the tapes, either. The boundary between the 
catch-pad metallization and tapes is also clear and without interruptions. Only the surface between 
vias and tapes shows some cracks and riffs along the surface. Since the vias act only as an 
interconnection of layer, these riffs do not bother the functionality of the module.  
 
 
3.4.3 Dielectric Characterization of Tapes and Substrates 
 
Besides the cavity resonator method applied to samples in pellet form, two alternative methods are 
introduced to characterize the final tapes or substrates, namely split-post dielectric resonator (SPDR) 
and printed test structures. Two different SPDRs were facilitated – see picture 4- and considered by 
substrate characterization. A calibration of SPDRs is accomplished by both computational simulation 
and gauging by means of some known reference substrates. 
A lot of varying test structures were also considered and measured to characterize mainly the 
functionality of material as modules or devices. The characteristic HF responses, S-matrix, are 
measured and compared with the analytical approaches and simulation results.  
 
 
3.4.3.1  Split-Post Dielectric Resonator - SPDR 
 
At first, the standard SPDR is proposed for substrate characterization. The screwed dielectric 
resonators (DRs) make a study of the influence of DRs on the resonant frequency possible. This can be 
advantageous by adjusting the resonant frequency for the desired range. The measured insertion losses 
are plotted in figure 3.26 for a frequency range of almost 2 to 5 GHz. 
 
In the case of unified DRs, the SPDR looks like a conventional cavity resonator loaded with only one 
DR. The resonant frequencies of the first (TE01δ) and second modes are plotted in figure 3.26. These 
modes (both) move to a higher frequency as the two half dielectric resonators split and move toward 
the bottom and the top of cavity. By inserting dielectric substrates in the air gap, the coupling of each 
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DR will be increased and the effective permittivity of the virtual DR will grow. This causes a shifting 
of the resonant frequency to the lower frequency region, as can be gathered from figure 3.26. 
 
 
Fig. 3.26.  Measured insertion loss, transmission factor S21, of SPDR with unified (black) and 
separated (red) DRs with several substrates under test, Alumina (violet), EDO K4500 (green) and 
High-K LTCC (yellow line).  
 
 
The resonant frequency shifting is proportional to the permittivity of the substrate. Considering a 
constant thickness of ~500µm for all substrates, the resonant shifting occurs in the order of Al2O3 
εr=9.8, K4500 εr =45 and finally the high-K with expected εr >60 . 
A notable phenomena during the measurement of high dielectric substrates, these are K4500 and 
High-K substrates in the figure 3.26, is the appearance of mode splitting of both original first and 
second modes, which makes a clear mode classification difficult. The allocations of the split modes 
presume a detail field simulation, which will follow. 
In order to gauge the SPDR for a quantitative characterization of substrates, several known dielectric 
substrates are utilized to determine the thickness and permittivity dependence of resonant frequency 
shifting. The thickness effect was investigated with the aid of Hereaus CT700 LTCC substrates. 
Particularly, the multilayer structure of the LTCC is very convenient to obtain adjusted substrate 
thicknesses.  
The results of resonant frequency shifting is summarized in figure 3.27. All substrates are fired at 
860°C for 10 min. The CT700 possesses a permittivity of εr=7.8 and tanδ of around 0.002 according 
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the data report of Heraeus Corp.. The plot exhibits a linear relation between the thickness of the 
substrates under test and the resonant frequency shifting, at least at those low permittivity levels.  
 
Fig. 3.27.  Resonant frequency response of SPDR to the substrate probe thickness, measured on 
the CT700 conventional Heraeus LTCC substrates.  
 
 
Nevertheless, the gradient of the line varieswith the permittivity of the samples, and has to be 
determined separately. Therefore, substrates with varying thicknesses and different DRs distances are 
simulated to verify the measurements and identify the penetrating modes. Very important for 
simulation is the model used for finite element modeling FEM- simulation. Depending on the models, 
some effects can be overseen or even sometimes spurious modes can appear.  
The HFSS (Ansoft, USA) FEM field simulation of split-post dielectric resonators, shown in figure 
3.28, considers three different models. The simplest model (see 3.28-a) consists of a metallic PEC 
(perfect electric conductor) and the two half DRs. The sample is enclosed in the middle of the cavity 
expanded through the whole diameter of cavity. No external ports or excitation possibilities are taken 
into consideration. Hence, it is only convenience for a modal analysis (eigenmode) of SPDR.  
 
Despite fast, accurate modal simulation results of this model for low-K sample substrates, there are 
some simplifications that affect the mode occurrences with this model. The absolute absence of air 
gaps is one of the drawbacks of this model, followed by the fact that the sample substrates are in direct 
contact with the outer mantle of cavity over its one mantle. These two failures are overcome in the 
model 3.28-b, where the middle mantle of the cavity is moved to outside in the position of the air gap, 
to create, first, a virtual discontinuity and second to enable an expansion of sample substrate into 
outside the proper cavity diameter, as can be seen from 3.28-b. 
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Fig. 3.28.  Considered SPDR models for FEM analysis from a simple (a) one arising to more 
complex models (b) and (c). 
 
 
But, still in this model there are no port definitions and the upper and lower cavities are shortened, so 
there is no real air gap. Nevertheless, with model 3.28-b it was possible to classify the spurious mode-
split as observed by the real SPDR for high-K materials. 
For a very close-to-reality simulation of SPDR, finally the model 3.28-c was introduced. It consists of 
two additional coaxial line ports, looped to the mantle similar to the real SPDR, to couple the DRs. 
The outer surface of extended mantle, proposed for air gap, was also defined as PMC (perfect 
magnetic conductor) or the natural H boundary to really separate the cavity into two upper and lower 
parts, as it is the case in the SPDR. Only with this model a driven (broadband) solution of the HF 
responses of the SPDR was possible.  
The model 3.28-c is the nearest to reality, but the complexity of structure and analysis time restricts its 
general application and justified the utilization of the former a-b models.  
Beginning with the study of SPDR without sample substrates, the influence of distance of split 
dielectric resonators on the resonant frequency of first four modes is simulated and plotted in the 
figure 3.29. As can be seen, the resonant frequency of almost all modes increase with the rise of DRs 
distance continuously up to 16 mm. Above 16 mm, however, the resonant frequency decreases again. 
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This marks the region where DRs are too close to the bottom and top cover of cavity that influences 
the modes. 
 
Fig. 3.29.  Modal FEM simulation of the first four modes of the cavity loaded with split DRs in 
varying distances vs. the resonant frequency shifting.  
 
 
Note that the simulated mode 2 and 3 belong to one hybrid mode HE, which always possess two 
eigenvalue solutions. The mode classification occurs after investigation of the internal field 
distribution in the cavity. The associated E-field distributions on the z and y cut-off planes are 
illustrated in figure 3.30. Two different DRs distances are considered in figure 3.30; the unified DRs, 
which compare to the zero DR’s distance, the split DRs of 4 mm distances.  
The picture of E-field distribution in the x-y-plane (normal on the z plane) in -a exhibits a radial 
variation of E-field strength from the boundary of the DRs, which vanished in the middle of DRs. On 
the other hand, the H-field in 3.30-b illustrates a picture of radial concentration in the mid DRs. The 
absence of azimuth and axial components clarifies this first mode as the appropriate TE01δ mode.  
A more complicated picture is given by modes 2 and 3, which include also some not negligible axial 
components. As can be gathered from the E and H field strength distribution in figure 3.30c-f, these 
two modes are similarly anticipated by 90° rotation about the z-axis. That identifies that these two 
modes are equivalent and from the same class; moreover, they are perpendicular to each other. The 
modal FEM simulation correctly recognizes the coexistence of two equivalent hybrid HE11δ modes of 
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the same class because of the inherent azimuth symmetry of the cylindrical cavity and dielectric 
resonators.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.30  Field strength distribution of FEM modal analysis with unified DRs. The E-field and 
H-field distributions of first mode in (a)-(b), second mode in (c)-(d), the third mode (e)-(f) and finally 
the fourth mode in (g)-(h) on the z and y cut-off planes are illustrated. For the sake of clarify, the field 
strength scale is shown in arbitrary units from the highest value in red to the lowest value in blue.  
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Last but not least the fourth mode looks inverse to the TE01δ mode, i.e. a change of its H-field with the 
E-field will yield the TH mode, figure 3.30 g-h. Now the E-Field is concentrated in the middle of the 
dielectric resonators, and the H-field exhibits a radial variation, with residue in the middle of DRs.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.31.  Field strength distribution of FEM modal analysis with DRs of 2mm distance. The E-
field and H-field distributions of first mode in (a)-(b), secondmode in (c)-(d), the third mode (e)-(f) 
and finally the fourth mode in (g)-(h) on the z and y cut-off planes are illustrated. For the sake of 
clarify, the field strength scale is shown in arbitrary units from the highest value in red to the lowest 
value in blue.  
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According to these observations, this mode can be associated to the TM011, with no magnetic azimuth 
variation m=0 and one radial residue n=1. The pictures of the E- and H-field distribution of DRs of 2 
mm distance are illustrated in figure 3.31.  
The first mode is as predicted the TE01δ where no electric z-component exists. Still the second and 
third modes figure the HE111 and the fourth mode the latter TM011 but their penetration is degenerated 
and hardly disturbed because of the axial discontinuity for the permittivity.  
For higher dielectric resonator distances, these modes cannot occur any more and are degenerated to 
other hybrid modes. Actually, it concerns modes of each dielectric resonator resonating for itself with 
one kind of coupling between them. This is also the reason for separation of second and thirdmodes 
and its resistant behavior for longer distances. The fourth mode is even degenerated to two TE01δ 
resonating DRs separated electrically through a zero E-field at the x-y plane.   
 
Fig. 3.32.  The resonant frequency shifting of the next four modes vs. thickness of alumina 
sample substrates in a SPDR with 2 mm DRs distance. 
 
 
The most important recognized fact is that the TE01 mode is the dominant first mode for almost all 
DRs constellations, which can be confidently utilized for further characterizations. For further 
simulation, a 2 mm DRs distance is considered. In figure 3.32, the simulated results of the sample 
thickness effect on the resonant frequency shifting for the first four modes are plotted. The assumed 
samples 
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 is an Al2O3 substrate with a permittivity εr=9,8. All four modes exhibit a linear dependence on the 
sample thickness that differs only in slope gradients. This agrees with the measurement results for the 
CT700 LTCC substrates plotted in figure 3.27. Amazing is the fact that the hybrid mode is much more 
sensitive to the thickness than other modes. 
Since the permittivity of the substrate, not the thickness must be characterized; the lower sensitivity of 
TE01δ mode on sample thickness is very convenient. At a 2-mm distance where the sample meets the 
DRs, the modes are significantly pertubated and the limit of validity is crossed.  
Ultimately, figure 3.33 shows the dependence of the TE01δ mode frequency on sample permittivity. 
During the simulation, the sample thickness is held a constant 1 mm. The plotted curve runs 
approximately linear up to εr<100. For permittivities εr<50 the extended model b of picture 15 is used 
to obtain the right mode orders. Especially, the observed mode split by high-K substrates - see the 
figure 3.26- is investigated intensively to detect the location of TE01δ mode. 
The field distribution plots of the εr=100 substrate with 1-mm thickness explores a mode order 
exchange- see figure 3.33. The hybrid EH11δ mode previously the second mode is now moved to the 
first place. The proper TE01δ mode appears as the second mode, close to the first one. In further 
measurement, this should be considered in order to identify the right mode for characterization, 
because a false mode change during measurement would be a disaster. 
A broadband analysis of the SPDR was finally performed to verify the gathered results from the modal 
analysis with the model 3.28-c. The S-parameters, more exactly the transmission factor S21 of the 
SPDR are simulated for a frequency range of 2- 4 GHz. The attenuation magnitudes are plotted in 
figure 3.34. 
 
The broadband simulation shows again the occurrence of mode split for K4500 substrate with a 
permittivity εr= 45. A further field simulation of modes refers the first mode to TE01δ with its 
characteristic axial E-filed distribution picture. The second close mode is identified as the hybrid 
EH11δ mode, which has moved much closer to the TE mode. The result from simulations in figure 3.34 
shows a more extreme sensitivity of the hybrid mode according to permittivity of sample substrates, as 
it was the case by sample thickness. Extraordinary care should be taken for the qualitative 
measurement, as the hybrid mode for high dielectric material (approx. εr>50) overtakes the 
TE01δ  mode. The frequencies of TE01δ  modes from figure 3.26 for empty (air), K4500 substrates and 
the high-K (90%BN(3Z)T4 +10vol%BBSZ) are respectively plotted in figure 3.35.  
The thickness of samples is kept constant at 500 µm to simplify a correct comparison. In order to 
characterize the high-K material, the mode frequencies of the air with εr= 1 and K4500 with εr= 45 
substrates are painted in figure 3.35 and connected with a line, which is linearly extended until the 
resonant frequency of the high-K substrate. 
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Fig. 3.33  The resonant frequency shifting of the TE01δ mode vs. permittivity εr of sample 
substrates in a SPDR with 2 mm DRs distance (black line). For higher permittivity, where a mode split 
occurs, the additional hybrid mode with its field distribution picture is included (red line).  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.34.  The magnitude of transmission factor S21 vs. the frequency by a SPDR of model c 
from figure 3.28. Additional field distribution images classify the first split modes as a TE01δ followed 
by the EH11δ hybrid mode.  
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So finally a permittivity of εr= 63,6 is achieved for 90%BN(3Z)T4 +10vol%BBSZ sintered at 900°C 
for 3 hours. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.35.  Quantitative calculation of permittivity of high-K substrate with SPDR method after a 
calibration with K4500 substrate εr= 45. The resonant frequencies are gathered from figure 3.26. 
 
 
 
3.4.3.2 Test Structures 
 
Since the compatibility analysis of metallization with substrate or respectively printing of metallic 
pattern is satisfied, a material characterization with proper test structures is convenient. Many different 
circuits were considered on various line process technologies (microstrip, stripline, … ) for the 
characterization. 
Only some representative samples of each test structure will be mentioned in this work. Especially the 
different assets and drawbacks of varying process technologies will be investigated. It has to be noted 
that due to the finite conductivity of metal, conductivity losses predominate the total losses and the Q-
factor, respectively. This prevents a precise differentiation between the dielectric loss and metallic 
losses, which allow only definition of total module Q factor.  
Beginning with the most promising structure, the ring resonator is an accurate HF module to obtain the 
permittivity and module Q factor of the substrate at varying frequencies. The inherent periodic 
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behavior of the ring resonator allows even a broadband material characterization from the first to tenth 
harmonic resonant frequency. In three different line technologies, the ring resonators are realized: 
microstrip on the substrate surface, the quasi-stripline or respectively the buried microstrip and the 
coplanar structure with ground and signals on the top surface. 
 
Fig. 3.36. The centre ring resonator from test layout III printed in gold and sintered at 900°C 3h, 
BN(3Z)T+BBSZ The diameter is Dgreen= 24,586 mm in green state, 18% shrinkage, εr= 63,1. 
 
 
The transmission and reflection factors of such ring resonators from the third test layout are plotted in 
figure 3.36. The center ring resonator is manufactured in gold as a buried microstrip with an integrated 
ring on the top of a meshed ground. The S-parameters were measured by a microstrip test fixture. The 
resonant frequency and the calculated unloaded Q factor of each mode are denoted on the plot, too. 
The first TM mode appears at 597 MHz with a module Q factor of 50. The higher harmonic 
resonances of the TM0n can be also observed on the n integer of the first dominant mode up to 3 GHz, 
which refers to the fourth harmonic mode. So practically a broadband characterization of the substrate 
over almost a 4 GHz bandwidth is accomplished. 
With increasing resonant frequency, the Q factor of module doubles from 50 to 100. This is mainly 
due to decrement of conductivity loss vs. the frequency. The calculated relative permittivity of 
substrates after considering the shrinkage effects (~18%) on the ring diameter is about εr=63.1.  
Another resonator smaller buried into the substrate ring resonator with broadside coupling is measured 
and the results are plotted in figure 3.37. Again, an increase of Q factor from 35 to 88 can be denoted 
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over a frequency range of 1-5 GHz. The calculated relative permittivity for substrate after shrinkage 
correction amounts to εr=63,0. This coincides with results of the previous ring resonator, which has the 
double diameter and hence, the double resonant frequency intervals.  
In contrast to this, unloaded Q factor of the equivalent ring resonator with parallel coupling illustrated 
in figure 3.38, decreases from 114 down to 47 with arising frequency. The drops in Q-value can be 
associated to the losses of vias that are used to lead the signal down to the lower layer of the ring 
resonator.  
 
Fig. 3.37. Broadside-coupled middle-size ring resonator in gold from test layout III, fired at 
900°C for 3 h, Dgreen= 12,33 mm, 18% shrinkage, εr= 63. 
 
 
It is known that vias cause plenty of losses with increasing frequency. The resonant frequencies of 
modes are also shifted minimally about 2 MHz compared to the broadside-coupled counterpart. 
Therefore, the calculated effective permittivity turns out to be lower, approx. εr= 61,5. 
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Fig. 3.38. Parallel-coupled mid-size ring resonator in gold from test layout III, fired at 900°C 3 
h, Dgreen= 12.33 mm, 18% shrinkage , εr= 61.5. 
 
Fig. 3.39. Long λ/2 stripline resonator gold from test-layout III, 900°C 3h, lgreen=70mm, 18% 
shrinkage, εr= 62,7. 
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Figure 3.39 illustrates the s-parameters of an integrated λ/2 stripline resonator of 70 mm in green 
states realized in gold. This deals with the longest stripline resonator from the test structure III 
measured over the first 6 GHz. The first mode appears at 330 MHz, which continues periodically up to 
6 GHz. All harmonic resonances are more or less clearly observable. According to formula (2.152) 
from chapter 2, the substrate permittivity can be calculated for the first mode yielding a permittivity 
εr= 62.7. The calculated permittivity is almost overestimated because of differences between the 
electrical and physical length. Since the electrical length is always longer than the physical due to the 
nature of capacitive coupling, the calculated permittivity of the line resonator tends to slightly 
overestimate the real value. 
Another structure widely used for substrate characterization is a one-port open-ended microstrip. The 
result of S- parameter measurement, S11 respectively, is illustrated in figure 3.40. The first mode 
appears at 473 MHz while the harmonic higher modes can be observed up to 3 GHz. The dominant 
first Mode exhibits a sharp resonance, which associated with an unloaded Q0 of ca. 297. This high Q 
value, compared to the pervious results from integrated striplines, is significant for most microstrip 
structures. The Q-factor measurements of the various applied strip process technologies have shown 
that the microstrip possesses the legibly highest Q value. Apart from simpler coupling feasibility by 
the microstrips, this phenomena is caused mostly by the upper air discontinuity, which decreases the 
net dielectric loss of substrate to a effective tanδ.  
 
 
Fig. 3.40.  Open-end microstrip from test layout II fired at 900 °C for 3 h, with length of 26.42 
mm and εreff=36, Q0=297  
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The coplanar connection and test structures were investigated in test layout IV. Figure 3.41 shows the 
summary of three half-wave microstrip resonators with always-halved length. The connection is 
realized through a coplanar-to-microstrip transition, to enable an on-wafer measurement. The 
favourable calibration possibilities of on-wafer measurement allow enhancement of the 
characterization bandwidth to much higher frequencies, up to 10 GHz. 
Although similar tapes as for the latter test layouts are used to facilitate the coplanar structures, the 
shrinkage rate (19,85%) differs conspicuously nominally from other previous substrates (approx. 
18%). The amount of utilized tape, or possibly the substrates thickness, and the amount and location of 
metallization are two major reasons, which additionally influence the shrinkage behavior of laminated 
tapes. A thinner substrate is more capable of shrinking than a thicker one. Also, less metallization or 
(in this case) merely metallization on the surfaces allows higher shrinkage than integrated metallic 
patterns and filled vias. The higher lateral shrinkage and in fact the net shrinkage (considering the 
auxiliary shrinkage in z direction) effects a higher condensed substrate with less porosity, with 
probably higher relative permittivities. 
The calculated effective relative permittivity of microstrips lies around 42-43.9, considering the 
various line lengths. The Q value of the longest microstrip is included in figure 3.41, too. Again, a 
trend to higher Q-factor up to 110 at approx. 8.5 GHz with increasing frequency can be sighted. 
Formidably is the periodic behaviour of lines, where the line with half-length skips sequential one 
mode.  
Figure 3.42 illustrated the measurement results of the buried ring resonators into the substrate 
manufactured once in gold and silver. Generally, the Q-factor of silver resonators is slightly higher 
than that of the gold ones due to the higher conductivity of silver. The calculated permittivity from the 
first resonant frequency equals t a substrate of εr= 67.4.  
The transmission factors of the λ/2 coplanar line resonators are plotted in figure 3.43. The resonators 
show a double peak, resulting from separation of odd and even modes. Despite the utilized air bridges 
to connect the cut grounds in order to suppress even mode penetration, the measurements exhibit 
occurrence parasitic odd modes. This makes an accurate characterization of substrate permittivity 
impossible. The periodicity of the resonant frequencies is omitted, too. 
This behaviour could be recognized by the coplanar ring resonators illustrated in figure 3.44. 
Nevertheless, the first mode especially that one with diameter of D1=10,75 mm exhibits a clear mode, 
which enables calculation of effective permittivity of εreff≈46. With increasing frequency, however, the 
influence of odd mode grows and overlaps partly the proper modes. On the other hand, the additional 
uncertainty of determining the electrical diameter of the coplanar ring resonator discriminates the 
coplanar ring resonators or at all most coplanar test structures against their microstrip or stripline 
counterparts. 
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Fig. 3.41. Half-wave microstrip resonators from test layout IV manufactured in gold- see the 
picture in below-, fired at 900 °C for 3 h, with a 19.85% shrinkage and calculated εreff= 42.0 – 43.9. 
The unloaded Q and resonant frequency of longest stripline (black line) is added to the plots.  
 
 
Fig. 3.42. Buried microstrip ring resonators from test layout IV, fired at 900 °C for 3 h, in gold 
and silver metallization; D= 5.538 mm in green state, 19.85% shrinkage and εr= 67.4. The Q values of 
silver ring resonators with the reference resonant frequencies are included in the plot. 
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Fig. 3.43.  Halfwave coplanar line resonators of different lengths in gold from the test layout IV fired at 
900 °C for 3 h, with 19.85% shrinkage. 
 
 
Finally, a picture of a coplanar band rejection shunt-line filter with its reflection factor is plotted in 
figure 3.45. The shunt coplanar open-end strip shortens the centre of the thru-line at odd integers (1, 3, 
...) of quarterwave frequency and causes periodic band stops. Therefore, the electrical length of 
shunting is subtly for the determining rejected frequency. Like wises this frequency can be applied to 
determine the effective permittivity of substrates. The blue line plotted in figure 3.45 shows the 
simulation of circuit simulator (ADS simulation tool) of the shunt BRJ filter for a substrate with εreff≈ 
63 and losses, tanδ = 0.002 and conductivity σ=2.5x107 Ω-1. The visible discrepancy between the 
measured (black line) and simulated rejected frequency can be results caused by diversity effects in 
addition to the higher substrate permittivity due to higher condense. For instance, the non-ideal 
capacity loaded open shunt increases artificially the electrical length of the shunt line and the 
mismatch of port impedances from 50 to 46,7 Ω also shifted the rejection frequency and causes 
spurious mode, as can be gathered from figure 32. 
However, the major reason for the appearance of spurious resonance is assumed to be the integrated 
air bridges, which because of the high dielectric constant of the substrate became electrically long and 
coupled with the signal lines. The coupling of signal lines with integrated bridges produces imitated 
locations, which are grounded and depending on the electrical length results in some frequency 
rejections, as can be seen from the measured scattering parameters of the shunt resonator in figure 32. 
In future the bridges, which are indispensable for ensuring proper operation and odd-mode 
suppression, should be better, isolated and decoupled from the signal line.  
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Fig. 3.44. The transmission factor S21, diagram of two coplanar ring resonators of D1=10.75 mm 
and D2=6.625 mm in gold from the test layout IV sintered at 900 °C for 3 h with 19.85% shrinkage. 
εreff≈ 46. 
 
 
Fig. 3.45. Reflection factor diagram of coplanar (CPW) band-rejection shunt-line filter from the 
test layout IV in gold fired at 900 °C for 3 h and an effective 19.85% shrinkage. The length of shunt 
line amounts to l= 7.878 mm, measured after sintering. 
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4 Simulation and 
Discussions 
 
As mentioned at the beginning, the ceramic-rich glass-ceramic composites are based on a different 
densification mechanism than the glass–rich LTCCs. The dielectric properties of the composites are 
also affected differently than in the glass-rich case. Those principal mechanisms have to be revealed 
more in detail; and their relation to the effective properties should be clarified by means of adequate 
simulation. 
 
4.1 Densification Process 
 
Passive sintering 
Regarding the thermodynamic phase developments of glass rich composite with the passive LBT 
glass, the dielectric properties of mixture changes somewhat dramatically, as can be seen from the 
table 3.1. From the SEM microimages in figure 3.11, a view of the microstructure can be obtained. 
The densification process can be divided in three steps, first the glass softening associated with the 
real densification, second glass crystallization at the interface to the ceramic particles and third 
solubilization of ceramics particles into the crystallizing glass. The densification process begins 
immediately after the softening point of glass Tsoft =725°C – see figure 3.10 - is achieved. The 
dilatometer plot of the LBT glass-ceramic composite in figure 3.9 confirms this fact and additionally 
indicates 775°C; as the densification enclosing point. Immediately after this temperature, a slight 
volume expansion can be observed even by dilatometer, which displays the LBT glass crystallization.  
The HT-XRD plots of 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12-65 vol.% LBT composite in figure 3.8 proves the 
detection of dilatometry analysis. It shows even a decrement of crystallisation temperature to 725°C. 
This happens due to the ceramic particles, which act as crystallisation stimulants and additional 
crystallisation nucleation points. The detected phase development shows basically two phases with 
glass origin, lanthanum borate, that undergo a internal phase transition from Low Temperature (LT) 
phase to the High Temperature (HT) counterpart at 825°C, and titanium dioxide that accrues mainly 
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after 825°C. As a result of this information and based on the original LBT glass chemical composition 
the following degradation formula for LBT glass can be given  
 
3223
800 5.022)( OBTiOLaBOLBT C ++⎯⎯ →⎯ °>    (4.1) 
 
where due to the low amount of B2O3 its interaction can be neglected. 
The tabulated dielectric properties of 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12- 65 vol.% LBT composite fired at varying 
temperatures illustrate that considered LBT glass degradation is a slow-going process which can be 
probably controlled by a suited sinter temperature. Although the succeeding glass crystallization has 
no significant effect on the densification behavior- in contrast, it prevents the densification- but 
concerning the dielectric properties, particularly the temperature coefficient of resonant frequency 
TCf, this can be utilized to tailor the dielectric properties, as can seen from table 3.1. 
 
 
Reactive Sintering 
Several performed explorations clarified the peculiarities of BBSZ glass according to low viscosity at 
high firing temperature and dynamic phase transformation. The feature of becoming amorphous in the 
higher temperature <700°C makes the system able to complete the densification process. In contrast to 
crystallizable glasses required for form rigidity of printed structures of former described LTCCs, the 
high amount of ceramic (~90 vol. %) provides the desired form rigidity and dispenses with a 
crystallization of glass. Indeed, crystallization of glass is undesired and will most likely interrupt any 
densification process. Nevertheless, the high temperature XRD analysis in figure 3.12 shows that the 
BBSZ glass crystallizes immediately after passing its low softening point in a temperature range from 
~500°C to 700 °C, which would occasionally cause a volume expansion. In fact, the dilatometer plot 
in figure 3.16 illustrates a slight but reproducible rise in volume during firing in this temperature 
range. After passing 700 °C but the composite immediately begins to shrinkage continuously up to 
18.1 %. The slope of the dilatometer plot also indicates that the densification is still not concluded 
after 3 hours hold time at 900°C. The longer the hold time is, the higher densification rate should be 
accomplished. 
Table 3.4 demonstrates the effect of the second aspect of densification process, the application of dope 
additives. The raw BaNd2Ti4O12 with even 12,5 vol.% BBSZ glass achieves only an insufficient 
densification of 83,3 %. Only an adequate doping with Bi2O3 or ZnO satisfactorily increases the 
densification. Especially increasing the amount of ZnO dope additive yields a proportional effect on 
densification with the final 3 wt.% ZnO doped composite obtaining densification of >97%. Comparing 
the considered two different dope additives at 1 wt.% amount, Bi2O3 indicates better densification 
behavior than the counterpart ZnO dope. But due to the better dielectric properties of ZnO doped 
composites, it was preferred for later examinations. 
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The effect of dope additives on the sintering temperature is known in the literature, and different dope 
additives are used extensively as a sintering aid. The current common model explaining the additives 
effect states that the additive compound adsorbs on the surface of particles and builds a complex 
reactive phase on the particle surfaces during the firing. This boundary phase melts at the higher 
temperature (promoting an immediate particle rearrangement) accelerates the pore removal and 
improves the grain–boundary diffusion enhancing the densification [11]. 
However, in the presented system, BBSZ glass adopts the rule of fluid phase between particles. The 
dope additive ZnO is assumed to increase the solubility of ceramic particles in fluid melted glass at 
sintering temperature. The TEM overview pictures also confirm that there is no grain growing or grain 
consolidation during densification process, which was expected due to the significantly higher 
sintering temperature of raw BNT4 ceramic. So the basic densification occurs by removing the pores 
and filling the vacancies between grains. The small particle size (D50=500 nm) of the starting 
composite assists this by reducing the denticulation of particles during densification and extends the 
overall reactive surface of particles.  
 
 
4.2 Dielectric Properties 
 
Regarding the application in electrical packaging, additional properties of composites have to be 
adjusted properly. Especially, the temperature coefficient of resonant frequency (TCf) of the 
composite should be matched to zero in order to make a microwave application feasible. 
The dielectric properties of passive sintering 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12-65 vol.% LBT composite was 
modelled by the modified Bruggeman effective-medium theory, considering a microstructure of 
coated spheres immersed in a continuum host [118]. Based on achieved knowledge by the 
microstructure analysis described before, this model seems to approach the really appropriately. The 
host phase is assumed to be amorphous glass that with increasing temperature begins to crystallize at 
the interface to the ceramic particles, building a growing coat layer around the particles. It has to be 
noted that this model neglects the spontaneous self-crystallisation of glass – by considering a 
continuous host- and the interfacial assault and solving of ceramic particles by the crystallized glass. 
Nevertheless, the simulation results will confirm the validity of those considerations. 
Since the dielectric constant of composite is determined by the high amount of low-dielectric LaBO3 
phase- slightly decreasing with rising sinter temperature according to table 3.1- the more sensitive and 
observable property should be the thermal stability or TCf, respectively. According to the general 
definition of Temperature Coefficient of permittivity TCε  
 
T
TC ∂
∂= εεε
1
      (4.2) 
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the effective quantity is obtained by consequent derivation of the Bruggeman EMT formula in respect 
to the temperature  
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where TCεeff can be solved explicitly. The relation to TCf is given by the formula 2.34. 
 
Fig. 4.1 3D Plot of TCf modeling results of BaNd2Ti4O12 - LBT glass compound for varying 
initial volume fraction of ceramic and glass. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 exhibits the application of the former relationship to the passive sintered LBT glass-ceramic 
composite. The initial TCf’s of BNT4 ceramic and LBT glass gathered from measurement are 75 
ppm/°C and –340 ppm/°C respectively. During simulation the glass is continuously replaced by the 
crystallized phase according to the above composition relationship until all glass is consumed. The 
ceramics contingent was kept constant through the whole simulation. A constructive repetition of the 
described process for varying initial glass ceramic volume fractions results in the set of point 
displayed in 4.1 with extreme filling fractions at edges. The TCf values of the crystallized phases 
equal according to the literature 450 ppm/°C [119] for TiO2 and -6400 ppm/°C for B2O3. The major 
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unknown TCf of the LaBO3 phase was obtained by calibration of the simulated fully crystallized probe 
with the measured data at 900°C, which was assumed to set the full crystallization terminal. The 
matching yields a TCf of +670 ppm/°C for LaBO3 phase utilized for further simulation.  
Result of modeling describes a rising area from negative TCf to positive passing the desired zero level 
by a composite of 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12 and 40 vol.% glass crystallization. 
This coincides with the measured value, which depicted the best result with a 35 vol.% BaNd2Ti4O12-
65 vol.% LBT composition concerning the TCf (0 ppm/°C), permittivity (ε= 30) and quality factor (> 
1000) sintered at temperature of 840 °C.  
 
On the other hand, using the ceramic-rich reactive sintered approach the positive TCf of BaNd2Ti4O12 
mw-ceramic submitted the insertion of a second counterpart, in this case a glass, with negative TCf. 
LU et al. examined in their work the dielectric properties of some microwave borosilicate glasses and 
determined relations between the inserted components and dielectric properties [10]. Based on those 
experiences, BBSZ glass with TCf of –150 ppm/°C was developed.  
On the ceramic side, ZnO and Bi2O3 additives with varying calcinations temperature were applied to 
improve properties additionally [106]. In all cases the higher calcinations temperature of 1250°C 
seems to be indispensable for obtaining the adequate grain phase formation. The insertion of ZnO 
additive remarkably improves the Q·f factor to up 7220 GHz by concurrent decreasing of TCf. In fact 
all additives decrease the TCf to at least the minimum of +31 ppm/°C achieved by 1 wt% Bi2O3. 
Unfortunately this promising effect could not be repeated in the composite. The composites with ZnO 
additives attained with a clearly higher Q value a closer TCf than the counterpart with Bi2O3 additive. 
This forces to make a compromise in favor of ZnO additive, although the Bi2O3 solution even denotes 
a much better densification behavior.  
Increasing the amount of glass from 7,5 vol.% to 12,5 vol% in ZnO additive instance results in a slight 
rise in TCf, in contrary to the original assumption. The elemental exchanges between BBSZ glass and 
ZnO doped BNT4 ceramics as detected by TEM analysis are assumed to be the reason for that. The 
TEM-EDS patterns denoted a small amount of Bi element in some mw-ceramic grains and in return 
some Zn in the glass respectively. Furthermore, ZnO is considered to solve in the BBSZ glass and 
increases the densification rate as was mentioned further. Therefore, the higher the glass content, more 
ZnO can be solved and absorbed by BBSZ glass, the higher the TCf of BNT4 mw-ceramic or 
respectively the glass-ceramic composite.  
All glass-ceramic composites recorded in table 3 depict measured permittivities εr from 42 to 64. But 
due to partly high porosity rates, the effective permittivities ought to be corrected by a general 
analytical mixture approach before a comparison [18]. 
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Fig. 4.2. EMT-corrected effective permittivities εr,eff of BBSZ glass and (a) raw, (b) 1 wt.% 
ZnO doped, (c) 1 wt.% Bi2O3 doped and (d) 3 wt.% ZnO doped BNT4 mw-ceramic samples from table 
3. 
 
 
According to Bruggeman effective medium theory (EMT), the porosity can be corrected for two-phase 
mixtures by the following formula 
 
mrmr
mr
mrcorrectedr p
p
,,
,
,, 321
321
εε
εεε ⋅−+
−+⋅=     (4.4) 
 
,where p and εr,m depicts the porosity percentage and the measured effective permittivity, respectively. 
The improved εr plotted in figure 4.2 asserts the proportional relation between the ceramic content and 
the effective permittivity through almost all composites with different additives.  
The composite with 3 wt % ZnO additive and 10 vol.% BBSZ glass with measured εr of 59, Q of 2163 
GHz and TCf of 4,3 ppm/°C satisfied all required specifications. More glass inclusion would increase 
the densification rate. But the results from table 3 show that @-factor will suffer under the high losses 
of glass compound and the TCf cannot be improved any more. 
 
 
4.3 Microstructural Modeling and Simulation 
 
A theoretical interpretation of the effective permittivity measurements of the glass-ceramic composite 
is complicated for at least two reasons. First, the dielectric properties of the boundary phases on the 
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grain surfaces and additional glass-derived compositional phases are not known. Second, the shape of 
the typical ceramic particle and their morphology cannot be described by simple geometric figures as 
precisely as desired [25][120][121][122]. 
 
For electromagnetic simulation of the effective permittivity of a inhomogeneous composite with 
arbitrary inclusion shapes, there are miscellaneous approaches with differing validation ranges 
available and considered by further field simulations. The electrostatic approach maybe denotes the 
simplest possible description of the field problem concerning the effective permittivity behavior of 
lossless composites [123][124]. Considering the losses assume a minimal – weak - inspection of 
additional time varying field that leads to the co-called quasi-static approximation by neglecting the 
magnetic influences [125]. Finally a full time varying field simulation, accounting for the electric and 
magnetic coupling, represents the most general approach to effective field simulation [26][126][127]. 
In the following, the required partial differential equation of each approach is derived together with the 
appropriate boundary conditions for FEM simulations. The validity of the approaches is discussed and 
compared to each other.  
The solution of any macroscopic electromagnetic problem is described by the well-known Maxwell’s 
equations with E electric field intensity, D the electric flux density or electric displacement, B the 
magnetic flux density, H the magnetic field intensity, J the current density and ρ the electric charge 
density.  
 
BjE ω−=×∇      (4.5) 
DjJH ω+=×∇      (4.6) 
ρ=⋅∇ D       (4.7) 
0=⋅∇ B       (4.8) 
 
Thereby the time-harmonic varying system with tje ω time dependence at ω angular frequency is 
assumed to replace the time derivations in Maxwell’s equation with jω. The relationship between 
material and electromagnetic field is provided from the so-called constitutive relations 
 
ED r ⋅= εε 0       (4.9) 
HB r ⋅= µµ0       (4.10) 
EJ ⋅= σ       (4.11) 
 
with latter defined electromagnetic property constants ε, µ and the conductivity σ which vary spatially 
as mentioned with a function of position r. In the inhomogeneous case, the specimen is divided in 
homogenous subdomains with constant and isotropic EM properties and appropriate boundary 
condition on the interface of domains.  
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4.3.1 Electrostatic Approach 
 
The "statics" implies that no time variation is permitted and/or that wavelengths of varying fields are 
very large compared to the size of the domain of interest [128][129][130]. Hence, in electrostatics, the 
relation of electric field E to the scalar potential V and vector potential field A simplify to  
 
V
dt
dAVEstatic −∇=−−∇=     (4.12) 
 
An insertion of this expression under considering the constitutive relation (4.9) in the Gauss’s law of 
Maxwell's equations yields the following partial differential equation for charge free domains 
 
( ) 00 ≡=∇⋅⋅∇− ρεε Vr     (4.13) 
 
known as Laplace’s equation with ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum (8.854x10-12 Farad/meter), and r 
as the relative dielectric constant. 
Using the electrostatic approach, the dielectric heterogeneous material can be modeled as an insulator 
embedded between two outer potentials, simulating its effective capacitance or more directly 
according to (2.39) from the ratio of mean electric displacement D and electric field density E.  
As electrostatics boundary conditions in addition to the Dirichlet condition described above for 
exterior constant potential, the Neuman condition with 0=⋅ Dn , corresponding to vanishing surface 
charges ρ, is applied on the mantle of domain. This ensures an electrical isolation or respectively a 
virtual symmetry condition for domain matching to the symmetrical model of composite consisting of 
identical geometric mosaics.  
Figure 4.3 shows a characteristic applied model of spheroid inclusions, in this case with εr=10 and a 
volume fraction of 0,424, immersed in a host εr =1, resulting in an effective permittivity εeff=2,04. The 
electric field distribution exhibits vertical channels of strengthen magnitude through a route of closely 
arranged inclusions. Between them exit insolated channels with low field concentration produced in by 
the almost vanishing horizontal –perpendicular to the applied potential field- field polarization of 
spherical inclusions. Hence, a simple model of the effective quantity of the composite should be a 
parallel circuit of two kinds of channels: the electric field supporting one and a field suppressing. 
While the field-suppressing channel flows between the vacancies of inclusions, the field-supporting 
route runs through inclusion stations. Nevertheless the length of flow path is not equal and in general 
even longer than the sample length. 
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Fig. 4.3. Image of electric field strength applied in a 2D-multispherical composite of εr=10 
inclusions in εr=1 host. The considered boundary conditions for concerning interfaces are included. A 
meshing of 22955 nodes equal to 45632 triangles with quadratic Lagrange elements was utilized for 
FEM simulation of electrostatic PDE by FEMLAB. 
 
 
This model can be easily extended to 3-D problems, but it requires a massive and expanding meshing 
that makes a reasonable simulation impractical. Thus the monospheric model of one centered 
dielectric sphere is considered for the 3D electrostatic simulation of effective medium. The result of 
simulated normalized effective permittivity is plotted in figure 4.4, proportional to the host 
permittivity. The spherical inclusion in cubic arrangement exhibits a geometric percolation threshold 
at volume fraction f=0,5236, addressing the contacting spheres as a chain. For higher volume fraction, 
the spherical shape of inclusions cannot be held anymore and the remaining shape of the interaction of 
the sphere with the cubic host was considered for further simulation. The remaining concatenated 
spheres spread vertically and horizontally causing a network of parallel-circuited plateaus of inclusion 
and host material through the composite nearly similar to the Wiener upper limit with parallel 
conductors. With increasing inclusion rate and associated smoothing, it approaches the aspect ratio of 
the remainder shapes more and more the ideal Wiener upper limit. In general the appearance of 
inclusion percolation enhances extraordinarily the effective permittivity by adopting the model of 
Wiener upper limits.  
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In order to account for the dielectric losses to the effective permittivity simulation, one can add it as 
the complex part to the permittivity as described before. This would mean that the strict time-invariant 
model has to be abandoned and a weak but vitally time-varying model is allowed, leading to a quasi-
static approximation model of simulation. 
 
 
Fig. 4.4. Plot of simulated effective permittivity of 2D particles in a host normalized in respect 
to the permittivity of particles vs. the volume fraction of particles f. It was utilized with FEMLAB, a 
FEM simulator of electrostatic PDE. 
 
 
 
4.3.2 Quasi-Static Approximation  
Neglecting the inductive effects of time-varying currents one can often, with good accuracy, introduce 
complex quantities in a scalar electric potential formulation according to the Quasi-Static 
Approximation [131]. 
To derive the equation considering losses, one can insert Ohm’s law in the Ampere equation to obtain 
 
( )
dt
EdEH εσ +=×∇      (4.14) 
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In the time-harmonic case all fields vary sinusoidally, where their frequency dependence can be 
expressed as { }tjeEE ω⋅= ˆRe . A subsequent insertion of complex harmonic electrical field into the 
latter relation yields 
 
EjjH ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −=×∇ ω
σεω     (4.15) 
 
where jω and E are moved out explicitly. The quantity in the bracket at the right hand side of the 
above equation can be attributed to one complex permittivity ε* for low loss dielectric materials 
ω
σε >> . Thereafter building the divergent of both side of above equation according to the identity 
relation 
 
( ) 0=×∇⋅∇ a       (4.16) 
 
and application of stationary potential definition of electric field VE −∇=  following second order 
PDE for the scalar electric potential V 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −⋅−∇= Vj ω
σε0     (4.17) 
 
which is nothing less than a complex Laplace PDE equation. On the other hand, one can derive the 
Gauss’s law of Maxwell equations for the conservation of charges with respect to time, 
 
( )
dt
d
dt
Dd ρ=⋅∇      (4.18) 
 
and insert it in the continuity equation for the conservation of currents to obtain  
 
( ) 0=∂
⋅∇+⋅∇
t
DdJ      (4.19) 
 
where J the current flux density. Assuming that time and space derivatives can be interchanged, the 
substitution of the additional constitutive relations yields  
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( ) 0=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂⋅∇+⋅∇ t
dEE εσ     (4.20) 
 
with E as electrical field strength. In the time-harmonic case again the electric field can be substituted 
by { }tjeEE ω⋅= ˆRe  in the latter relation to yield 
 
( ) 0ˆ =⋅+⋅∇ Ej εωσ      (4.21) 
 
after dropping the tje ω factor and a final rearranging. 
Now again utilizing the approximation that coupling between the electric and magnetic fields is so 
small that it can be neglected, results in absence of induction currents 0=×∇ E  - or equally the 
magnetic vector potential A variation 0=
dt
dA
. Now the substitution of electric field with its 
equivalent potential expression VE −∇=  obtains the second order PDE 
 
( ) 0* =∇⋅∇− Vσ      (4.22) 
 
where the complex conductivity ωεσσ j+=*  is introduced additionally. The deduced formula is 
conspicuously equal to the latter deduced formula, aside from the complex conductivity, which 
includes the permittivity and losses in form of conductivity, too. Of essential importance is the 
construction of complex conductivity σ which differs subtly from the previous introduced complex 
permittivity ε* with exchanged imaginary and real part. This duality shows that the distinction between 
dielectrics and conductors is artificial, at least by ω≠0. The dispersive properties of a medium can be 
attributed as well to a complex permittivity as to a complex conductivity depending which one is the 
dominating quantity. 
The dominant quantity can be find out at the limit ω→0 where the property of medium differs subtly. 
This depends on whether or not there are existing free-electron -quantum mechanically it means 
occupied band electron with nearby energy-conserving quantum state-. For instance, conductors 
possesses free electrons at zero frequency, which causes the dielectric constant to be singular at ω=0. 
 
 
4.3.3 Plane-Wave Propagation Approach 
 
In order to consider the frequency dependence of complex permittivity, another more advanced 
derivation is convenient, based on the Helmholtz equation form of Maxwell’s equations. Considering 
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a charge-free space with homogenous permittivity and permeability µ, in the case of time-harmonic 
fields treated by using the complex form with tje ω  time factor, application of the curl operator on the 
Ampere law of Maxwell’s yields the curl-curl formula for electric field E 
 
( ) HjE ×∇⋅−=×∇×∇ ωµ
1
    (4.23) 
 
The curl-curl operation on the left-hand side of this equation can be simplified by utilizing the curl 
identity relation 
 
( ) ( ) aaa 2∇−⋅∇∇=×∇×∇     (4.24) 
 
and after insertion of Faraday’s law on the right-hand side of the equation, the following relation can 
be deduced for the electric field, E 
 
( ) 01 2 =−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅∇− EjE εωωσµ    (4.25) 
 
known as complex Helmholtz’s equation, describing the propagation of plane electromagnetic waves 
in dielectrics as well as good conductors. This equation contains the desired pre-defined complex-
valued permittivity, as became evident after moving out the angular frequency ω  
 
01 2 =⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅∇ EjE ω
σεωµ    (4.26) 
 
In contrast to previous models now the electric field is directly solved which simplified the boundary 
conditions on inhomogeneous interfaces. At the external boundaries the conventional Dirichlet 
condition specifying the electric field E and the Neumann condition specifying the surface current Js 
can be applied. 
 
sJHn =×      (4.27) 
 
The increased degree of freedom by the Helmholtz relation of propagating plane wave makes this 
model the favored method for further simulation. Particularly the possibility of simulation of the field 
penetration with adjustable frequency -time variance- and considering the complex permittivity and 
magnetic permeability is to be noted explicitly. In the 2D form the electrical field is assumed to 
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possess only a z –component Ez perpendicular to the designed plane and the magnetic field H to be in-
plane respectively. 
 
 
4.3.4 Verification of classical mixture formulae 
 
In order to model the microstructure of ceramic-rich glass-ceramic composite, a two-phase 
composition of ceramic inclusion and glass matrix (host) was considered. Even such a simple 
composition allows varying spatial arrangements, which makes a numerical investigation very 
difficult. To manage the systematic inclusion orders, a cubic and center-based cubic arrangement is 
used for further simulation. Each inclusion configuration is illustrated in figure 4.5.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.5. Sketches of x-y view of varying simulated ordered inclusion configurations. The 
center rectangular with thick black border describes the simulated unit cells. (a) The mono-disperse 
isolated centered spheres, (b) the overlapping mono-disperse spheres, (c) di-disperse sphere 
configuration of (a) with fulfilling edge vacancies, (d) the hexagonal configuration of mono-disperse 
spheres. 
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The isolated one-sphere configuration in 4.5-a is the basic assumption for almost all analytical 
effective medium models.  
The maximum inclusion occupying volume fraction is achieved by this model with f=0,5236 in 3-D 
space. For higher inclusion volume fraction, additional assumptions should be made. Building 
aggregate will abolish the isolation of particles and change the role of the host as shown in figure 4.5-
b, but this will ensure higher volume fraction. 
An alternative is exhibited in figure 4.5-c by adding new spherical inclusions on the corners of unit 
cell, where the greatest unoccupied vacancies are placed. But in this case the mono-spherical nature of 
the disposition has to be abandoned and additional added inclusions are ( )135.02 −=r  - r2 ≈0.366 – 
which enhanced the spatial percolation limit up to f=0.729. For further volume fraction auxiliary 
smaller spherical inclusions have to be included in the vacancies. Theoretically this process will 
achieve the maximal volume fraction f=1 asymptotically by infinite spheres. In this work, however, 
the addition is terminated after the first step.  
Figure 4.5-d shows another considered basic inclusion arrangement called hexagonal disposition with 
centered and cornered particles of same size, with the highest theoretical possible monospherical 
arrangement of f≈0.74. Again tighter packaging can be obtained by adding auxiliary smaller particles 
or allowing aggregated particles and shape deforming. 
The dielectric properties of domains are assumed to basically match the information attained from 
microstructure analysis. The particles are considered in general to have at least 10 times higher 
permittivity εi=10 than the host matrix εh=1. On the other hand the matrix should have much higher 
losses (tanδ=0,1) than the inclusions (tanδ=0). This corresponded to the imagine of the microstructure 
analysis concerning a glass-ceramic composite with high dielectric and low loss microwave ceramics 
embedded in an amorphous dispersive glass with much lower dielectric constant.  
The results of simulated effective permittivities are summarized in figure 4.6. The plot of isolated 
mono-disperse spheres marked with upper half- filled circles is in best agreement with the lower 
Maxwell-Garnett expression of effective medium up to a volume fraction f=0.5. It seems that the 
Bruggeman effective medium approximation is too optimistic at those low inclusion concentration up 
to the percolation threshold. 
At higher volume fraction ought to be distinguished between the two models of overlapping mono-
disperse spheres marked with blue upper-filled rectangular and the lapping to di-disperse isolated 
spheres marked with the black cross circles. Obviously the di-disperse isolated spheres continue the 
agreement with the lower Maxwell-Garnett limit up to nearly the extended percolation threshold, as 
can be depicted from figure 4.6. 
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Fig. 4.6. Plot of simulated effective permittivity of varying spherical inclusion arrangement. 
The theoretical upper and lower Maxwell-Garnett limit and the symmetric Bruggeman effective 
medium are included too. The red line corresponds to the hexagonal arrangement d while the yellow 
one to a, blue line to b and the black line to c from figure 4.4. 
 
 
The overlapping mono-disperse spheres however parts with the Maxwell-Garnett lower limit by 
passing the percolation threshold and approaching more and more the Bruggeman EMT. Last but not 
least, the hexagonal spherical configuration illustrated as red line with upper-half filled rectangular in 
figure 4.6 coincides outstandingly to the lower MG limit until close to its percolation threshold.  
Evidently the percolation threshold exhibits the breakpoint of all those models. If one allows spheres 
interfacial connection the effective permittivity arises excursively to the Bruggeman EMT limit, while 
in the case of isolated spheres the Maxwell-Garnett limit matches excellent the effective properties.  
Considering the isolated mono-disperse spheres configuration, the effective loss of mixture arises 
almost linearly until the spatial percolation threshold is achieved. The loss value decreases only 
sparsely at an inclusion volume fraction f=0.5 somewhat about 30%. The curve of overlapping model 
but shows a formidable jump after interfacial connection of spheres followed with smooth approach 
toward tanδ of inclusion particles. 
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Fig. 4.7. Plot of simulated tanδ vs. effective permittivity for varying spatial arrangements of 
εr=10 spheres immersed in a host of εr=1-0,1i. 
 
 
On the other hand, the isolated di-disperse spheres continue the linear dependence behavior of tanδ in 
respect to the effective permittivity. Finally, the hexagonal configuration exhibits the lowest increment 
according to the effective permittivity. This can be attributed to the longer isolation distance between 
the spheres, which causes a longer field penetration path through the dispersive lossy host resulting in 
auxiliary losses. In conclusion, the effective dielectric loss behavior of the mixture can be divided into 
two regions with respect to the effective permittivity. The first region, which extends to the spatial 
percolation threshold of each spherical configuration, depicted a linear rise according to the effective 
permittivity. This is followed by a second non-linear remainder, beginning with a strong rise and a 
smooth finish.  
 
 
4.3.5 Ceramic Rich Glass-Ceramic Model 
 
In order to investigate this effect in a more convenient manner especially adapted to the high inclusion 
volume fraction (0.85<f<0.95), an alternative 2D modeling process for the two-phase composite is 
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introduced. The computational complexity enforces a two-dimensional proposal for the model. 
Nevertheless, the primary physical propositions can be taken over to a 3D consideration. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.8. Two samples bonding fracture models considered by 2D quasi-static E-field 
simulation of a ceramic-rich glass-ceramic model, with 15 random glass fractures in the ceramics. The 
contour lines marked the D-field distribution. 
 
 
Based on information about the microstructure morphology of the 90%BN(3Z)T4 +19%BBSZ glass-
ceramic from the TEM microimages, two most important properties of glass-ceramic composites were 
taken over. First, the capability to build aggregates of ceramics and allowing direct interfacial 
contacts; second, the interfacial diffusion of glass between the ceramic aggregates as a binder network. 
The structure of the models is obtained by initially generating random, uniformly distributed points 
inside the proposed space. These points were treated as centers of thin rectangulars describing the 
interfacial amorphous glass. In order to consider the random orientation and flow direction, 
additionally random orientation angles were uniformly permutated for each rectangular origin point. In 
a second step, the rectangulars were lengthened one-by-one until the point of interception with other 
rectangulars is reached. At the point of interception, randomly one of the rectangular was terminated 
while the second one continued. Figure 4.8 illustrates two of such a geometric model generated in 
accordance with the method described above. 
The simulated data are analyzed and plotted in figure 4.9 as star markers. Also, the MG limits and 
Bruggeman EMT for the 2D case are included to the diagram. As can be gathered from the figure, the 
simulated effective permittivity is slightly higher than the lower limit of MG. The Bruggeman EMT 
model overestimates the effective dielectric behavior of composites. It seems that the bonding glass 
phase, even at a low concentration, influences the effective property of the composite and decisively 
isolates the ceramic aggregates. The random orientation of glass phases is the auxiliary aspect, which 
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creates series capacitors, due to its parts parallel to the field direction. These capacitors depolarize the 
space below their shadow and cause a reduction of effective permittivity.  
 
The measured values of 90%BN(3Z)T4 +19%BBSZ glass-ceramic composite confirms the simulated 
arrangement. Considering the value of BNT with 1% Zn addition instead of 3% from table 3.2 to care 
about the ZnO mobility and its concentration in the Zn-rich second phase (the dark spots in figure 
3.16), one can calculate a net permittivity of 77.5 after considering the sample porosity of 11,4 %. 
Mixed with 10 vol.% glass of permittivity 13.7 according to table 3.1, this will result in an effective 
permittivity of 69.3 or 63.7 according to the Bruggeman EMT and lower MG, respectively. Compared 
to the measurement data from table 3.3, it can be seen that the Maxwell-Garnet simulated model 
describes more realistically the dielectric behavior of an amorphous glass-bonded ceramic structure. 
This is valid for the dielectric loss of the structure, too. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.9. Two sample bonding fracture models considered by 2D quasi-static E-field simulation 
of ceramic-rich glass-ceramic model, with 15 random glass fractures in the ceramics. The contour 
lines marked the D-field distribution. 
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4.3.6 Outlines to the Quantum Mechanical aspect of material simulation 
 
The exploding engineering progress in computing expanded the simulation coverage to newer 
dimensions. First-principal material simulation based on the fundamental quantum mechanical 
principles depicts one of the new applicable fields that (until quite recently) was reserved only to a few 
computer centers with some supercomputers. Driven by the recent developments on the computing 
side, in the last decade an immense theoretical work on introducing novel numerical quantum 
mechanical approaches for bulk material properties has commenced concurrently. Especially the 
introduction of Berry Phase [28][132] and its relation to the dielectric properties of ferroelectrics 
materials focused the mainframe investigation on the electromagnetic properties of complex 
perovskite structures [133][134][135]. As the main numerical concept of QM treatment, the density 
functional theory (DFT) with local density approximation (LDA) for correlation-exchange functional 
has asserted itself as a quasi-standard [136].  
During this short treatise, the very first attempt is undertaken to simulate the dielectric properties of a 
microwave ceramic. The considered microwave ceramic is a perovskite like rare-earth Barium 
Titanate composition as applied by the glass-ceramic composite mentioned before. The microstructure 
and atomic constellation of those microwave ceramics are investigated very intensively and are 
described in the chapter 1.  
Unfortunately, the conventional LDA approximation still fails to calculate the ground state energy of 
the unit cell accurately. It overestimates the energy of the crystal structure, which leads to a spurious 
stress by the automatic relaxation and search for the energetic minimal structure. Although the wave 
functions, charge density and potential distribution themselves are basically accurate enough for 
further investigations. Therefore it is convenient to skip the atomic relaxation and energy optimization, 
and to supply the DFT directly with the atomic constellation obtained by the XRD or equivalent 
investigations. The atomic constellation of unit cells of the considered microwave ceramics in the Ba-
Re-Ti-O system is known to be very large, with even superlattice of two aligned unit cells consisting 
of 172 atoms. This is much more than a single processor machine can handle. 
 
As a compromise, the first originally mentioned structure of Ba4Pr10Ti18O54 with an orthogonal unit 
cell of 22.360x12.181x3.832 Å3 containing 86 atoms is considered for further simulation [99]. The 
unit cell is a primitive orthorhombic Bravais. It belongs to space group (#32) with a Hermann-
Mauguin symbol Pba2 containing 4 symmetries. All quantum mechanical self-consistent DFT-LDA 
simulations are accomplished with Abinit software - GNU freeware- using planewave basis sets and 
norm-conserving “Troullier-Martins” pseudopotential core electron approximation [137]. 
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Fig. 4.10. The considered crystal structure of Ba4Pr10Ti18O54 for the first principal simulation in 
(a) [001] direction and (b) [010] direction. 
 
 
In general, the accuracy of the DFT is determined with the amounts of utilized planewaves to describe 
the electron orbitals and the sampling rate of the reciprocal k-space for further integrations over the 
Brillouin zones (BZ). The special-point method of Monkhorst-Pack was used to mesh the first BZ 
[138].  
The implemented analysis algorithm of the longest k-points distance for various Monkhorst-Pack 
meshing shows that a mesh grid of (1x2x4) achieves the fewest amounts of special k points among 
mesh grids with moderate longest k-point distances. One additional k-points shifting was added to 
total k-points to improve the quality of integrations, too. 
The number of plane waves was set up by the maximal allowed kinetic energy cutoff in Hartree unit 
twice with 5 Ha and 10 Ha, corresponding to 3772 and 10682 plane waves respectively and a real 
space meshing of 125x72x24. Higher cutoff energy limits were not practicable anymore, due to 
exponential arising of real space meshing and resulting higher simulation time for Fast Fourier 
Transformation (FFT). However, this is of essential necessity for an accurate simulation, due to the 
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oxide part of ceramic. It is well-known that the oxygen indeed required a vast amount of plane waves, 
concerning cutoff limit higher than 20 Ha, to be considered appropriatly accurate because of its high 
reaction affinities.  
The calculation of dielectric properties of a unit cell consists of three steps after the first response 
perturbation approach of Gonze implemented in Abinit software [139][140][141]. The first step is the 
iterative SCF calculation of ground state wave functions (WFC). Second the derivative vs. k along 
each desired direction has to be computed for a perturbation wave vector in (0 0 0). Finally, the first 
order response of unit cells to the homogenous dielectric field along the direction can be calculated. 
Beginning with the first step of ground state wave function calculation, different cutoff energy levels 
and practicable meshing were considered, and the calculated results are listed in table 4.1. The first 
three calculations are based on the Local density approximation with unpolarized spins. The last one is 
a local spin-polarized density approximation (LSA). The LSA is of double computing intensity 
because of two assumed spin polarization possibilities. 
 
 
Table 4.1 The free energy calculation results performed by ab-initio  
DFT on Ba4Pr10Ti18O54 structure 
 
Method Ecut nPlanewave Meshing Etotal  /(Ha) Pressure/(GPa) Time/(h)
LDA 5 3772 1x2x4 (1) -970,5 -57,2 11,7
LDA 10 10682 1x2x4 (1) -967,13 -70,77 41,4
LDA 10 10682 2x2x2 (4) -1375
LSA 3 2562 1x2x4 (1) -1267,5 171,15 8  
 
 
As can be gathered from the table an increase in amounts of plane waves with the same meshing grid 
size do not improve the minimum free energy by force, but it changes the accuracy of the wave 
functions crucial as will be seen latter. Also of importance is the rise in free energy by a spin-polarized 
investigation, which marks the auxiliary high-energy amounts stored in the electron spins. Although 
they do not effect our simulation and can be neglected – they are not influenced by external 
perturbations .  
 
Further steps of evaluation are performed on the optimal 1x2x4 Monkhorst-Pack mesh, with one 
additional shifted point (0.5 0.5 0.5). The total free energy of the derivative of wave function in respect 
to k and the second perturbation in respect to external homogenous electrical field according to Gonze 
et al. approach is illustrated in table 4.2.  
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Fig. 4.11. Contour plots of charge ( electron ) density in [001] direction at (a) 0.272 Å and (b) 
2.069 Å height. The red cycles illustrate the positive ionized oxygen atoms, while the dark blue dots 
between the oxygen atoms localize the Titanium atoms in plot (a). In plot (b) the Praseodymium atoms 
are located in the center around the oxygens and the 4 barium atoms are visible with their gradient 
colored atoms. 
 
 
Table 4.2  The higher-order perturbation calculations of wave function in  
response to homogenous electric field along lattice directions a, b and c  
performed by ab-initio DFT on the Ba4Pr10Ti18O54 structure 
 
Pert. # Ecut Etotal  /(Ha)  a Etotal  /(Ha)  b Etotal  /(Ha)  c Time/(h)
1 5 -11,64 -39,24 -396,16 36
1 10 -12,52 -42,74 -425,58 118
2 5 -149068,85 -44286,13 -585163,2 45
2 10 864686 -21694,58 -166991,1 167  
 
 
During the first perturbation, the total free energy Etotal along all three directions a, b and c shows an 
improvement from 5 to 10 Ha cutoff kinetic energy. The free energies of the second perturbation – 
corresponding to the third step - of the 5 Ha Ecut seem to convert after some 25 self-consistent cycles 
in all directions, although the perturbation in one direction shows a very oscillating behavior. 
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Fig. 4.12. The contour plots of (a) exchange-correlation potential distribution, (b) Hartree 
potential distribution and finally (c) the total potential distribution along the [001] direction at 0.272 
Ångstrom height. The dark red cycles in (c) display the high positive of titanium atoms compared to 
the concentrated blue dots localizing the oxygen atoms.  
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By 10 Ha cut-off energy this quantity in fact decreases, strongly oscillating from 83114297 down to 
864686 – a factor of around 100!. But still after 30 SCF steps, no convergent is in sight.  
The result of the dielectric tensor evaluation for 5 Ha cutoff energy level is finally output as 
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
−
=
75,13870495,11
010600
495,11024,12029
rε     (4.28) 
 
The dielectric tensor exhibited a strong anisotropy, especially in the [100] direction. Nevertheless, the 
evaluated values are too high without a doubt, compared with the measured mean permittivity of ~ 
εr=70-90. An increase in the amount of plane waves by the means of 10 Ha cutoff energy level 
improves the nominal value of the dielectric tensor to  
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
−
−−
=
9,396002,4
03,532117,0
64,5325,05,13186
rε     (4.29) 
 
at least in the b and c directions. The dielectric component in the a direction, however, remains 
unchanged by this step.  
 
The evaluation illustrates that certainly an anisotropy dielectric behavior exists with the Ba-Re-Ti-O 
microwave ceramics, primarily in the [100] direction. But the nominal values of the dielectric tensors 
are still overestimated. 
Altogether, the results encourage performing DFT simulations with recently introduced, more efficient 
pseudopotential alternatives like the Project-Augmented Wave method (PAW) [142] and higher cut-
off energy and particularly with finer k-space meshing to verify the attained anisotropy and adjusting 
the nominal values, which because of complexity of structure –number of considered atoms- should 
certainly be a computational challenge. 
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5 Conclusions 
 
As an outcome of this work, the development of advanced LTCC materials is carried forward to more 
thermal stability and higher dielectric constants. The broadband material-to-system investigation of 
introduced high-dielectric LTCC tapes can be divided into three fields: microstructure analysis, 
microwave characterization and the modeling and simulation of attained microstructures. The attained 
enhancements in each field are summarized below. 
 
• Based on the glass-rich approach to a low-firing glass-ceramics composite, a high-dielectric, 
crystallizable lanthanum-boron-titanium glass (εr≈15) was developed and analyzed within the 
framework of this dissertation. A permittivity of 30 was achieved with a 45 vol. % microwave 
ceramics inclusion –BNT4-. The underlying sintering process consists of two steps, namely a 
primary densification step and the subsequent crystallization and phase transition. Densification 
starts by transitioning the glass softening point (725 °C) and concludes with glass 
crystallization. During this phase, the maximal density is obtained. In the following phases, 
transition and glass degradation to lanthanum borate and titanium dioxide on the surface of 
ceramic particles determine the dielectric properties of the final product. Particularly concerning 
the TCf property, this effect can be utilized to adjust the TCf of composites to zero by using a 
controlled firing temperature of 840 °C.  
• For the ceramic-rich approach, a low-softening glass in Ba-Bi-Zn-Ti system was developed. The 
composite of 90 vol. % BNT4 ceramics with 10 vol % glass achieved the appropriate density at 
900 °C after a 3-h hold. The multiphase dielectric property conspicuously exceeds the 60 tag 
with a Q.f >1000 and TCf <±5 ppm/°C. The densification with outstanding particle growth is 
governed by two parameters, the failure of glass crystallization and the high viscosity of glass at 
a high temperature > 800 °C and the increased solubility of fine ceramic particle in the 
amorphous glass flux by adding ZnO dope additive. The final resulting microstructure exhibits 
fine-milled ceramic particle aggregates, networked with isolating glass phase. 
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• The dielectric property of bulk substrates was measured by the split-post dielectric resonator. An 
appropriate SPDR was manufactured for measurements at 1-5 GHz and calibrated by several 
reference substrates, CT600, Alumina and EDO K4500. Extensive full-wave FEM field 
simulation of the observed mode split by high dielectric substrates (εr>40) depicted an exchange 
of mode location order between the TE and EH hybrid modes. After detection of TE modes (and 
application of perturbation theory, with K4500 as a reference material), the final permittivity of 
high-K substrates was determined to be equal to 63.8 . 
• The considered test structures first proved the compatibility of high-K substrates with 
metallization. Through miscellaneous considered HF waveguide technologies, the microstrip 
ring and line resonators structures supplied the most reliable quantities. Particularly, the buried 
ring resonators with broadside coupling - without lossy vias - exhibits a broadband response up 
to tenth harmonic oscillation at 10 GHz. This makes a partially broadband characterization of 
substrates possible. The Q-factor of modules ranges between 50-100, depending on the 
frequency and structure. Nevertheless, in respect to the Q-factor, the structure with silver 
metallization is almost superior to the equivalents with gold metallization.  
• The numerical simulation of simple 3-D models of immersed spherical inclusion in a host with a 
volume fraction of 0.5 showed that the Maxwell-Garnett model is more realistic than the 
Bruggeman effective-medium theory. The Maxwell-Garnett model holds, as long as the particles 
are isolated for almost every particle configuration, even the multi-disperse configuration. Only 
when inter-particle connections are allowed and the percolation threshold is reached does the 
effective permittivity increasingly approach the Bruggeman EMT model.  
• Based on the attained results of microstructural analysis of ceramic rich glass-ceramic mixture, a 
method for generating a relevant 2-D model of connected glass fracture phases is presented. The 
numerical evaluation of dielectric properties of randomly generated models (particularly around 
90 vol. % inclusion) shows that the glass phase significantly affects the effective dielectric 
properties, in spite of its low content in volume. The randomly oriented glass forms a network 
which isolates those particles like a partial serial glass layer perpendicular to the applied field 
direction. They reduced the effective permittivity to a value near the lower limit of the Maxwell-
Garnett model. Therefore, it is proved that for the ceramic-rich mixtures under consideration, the 
Bruggeman EMT model is too optimistic and the Maxwell-Garnett model is reliable. 
 
Ultimately, an outline is given in the computational first principal quantum mechanical simulation of 
dielectric properties of insulating solid states. Using Ba4Pr10Ti18O54 microwave ceramics, the dielectric 
tensor is simulated by DFT-LDA. The result fails to predict the measured value specified in the 
literature. Nevertheless, it was shown that, first, the objective can be achieved by an appropriate choice 
of cut-off energy and fine mesh grids, even for such highly complicated and oxide ceramics (with 54 
oxygen atoms); and, second, a strong anisotropy especially along [100] direction can be observed.  
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